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Abstract
Sophisticated and targeted malwares, which today are known as Advanced
Persistent Threats (APTs), use multi-step, distributed, hybrid and low-level
patterns to leak and exfiltrate information, manipulate data, or prevent progression of a program or mission. Since current intrusion detection systems
(IDSs) and alert correlation systems do not correlate low-level operating system events with network events and use alert correlation instead of event
correlation, the intruders use low and hybrid events in order to distribute the
attack vector, hide malwares behaviors, and therefore make detection difficult for such detection systems. In this paper, a new approach for detecting
hybrid and low-level attacks, which are prevalent in APTs, is proposed. The
proposed approach uses low-level interception and correlates operating system events with network events based on the semantic relationships that are
defined between the entities in system ontology. In this scheme, malicious
events, especially the events implicitly violate the security policies, are deduced and detected based on the event relations and defined security policies.
Also, the proposed approach can track information flows between the existing subjects using a memory transition/manipulation model to reconstruct
distributed attack vectors. Evaluation of the proposed approach on a computer network which contains many APTs scenarios shows the effectiveness
of our detection approach.
Keywords:
Advanced Persistent Threat, Low-level Attack, Ontology, Semantic-based
Correlation, Malware.
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1. Introduction
Since the term “Computer Virus" was coined by Frederick B. Cohen [1, 2]
in 1981, the behavior and structure of malwares have become more sophisticated. It has resulted in the creation of persistent, multi-step and polymorphic malwares [3, 4]. Todays, malwares use distributed methods in order
to hide their own behaviors and avoid to be detected by network intrusion
detection and alert correlation systems. This distribution can be found in all
parts of an attack vector such as function calls, types of events, attack steps,
and subjects [5, 6].
Mentioned malicious characteristics are evident in APT attacks. These
attacks are multi-step [7], and sometimes activation of each step depends
on the success of the previous step and satisfaction of environmental conditions such as reaching a special time (e.g. Sober.X worm which downloaded
malicious instructions on 6 January 2006 [8]) or receiving special information
from the network (e.g. Flame APT [9]). One of the challenges in discovery
of these attacks is detecting relations between attack steps.
In such threats, the attacker usually distributes the body of the malware and attack vector, and sometimes each component is run by a separate
process and in some cases, is executed by a different host. In such cases
communications between processes are done through RPC (Remote Procedure Call) or IPC (e.g. shared memory, socket, pipeline, semaphore, signals,
message passing, and file). The main challenge in detection of APTs is to
identify distributed attack vectors.
In APTs, the explicit violation of security policies is not very probable
and the attacker usually uses a combination of trusted events and agents
to perform malicious activities. In other words, these attacks are low-level
[6, 10, 11]. In low-level attacks, the intruders, hide their malicious behaviors
using various valid agents. For example, the attackers use genuine recognized removable media to bypass the DLP (Data Loss Prevention) products
and air-gapped networks (e.g. ProjectSauron APT [12] , [13]), and to replicating and spreading the malwares (e.g. Stuxnet [14] and Hacking Team
RCS [15] APTs), or inject malicious code into trusted applications (using
CreateRemoteThread and SetThreadContext system calls in Windows operating system or zero-day vulnerabilities) to escalate their privileges, or use
stolen digital certificates (e.g. Dark Hotel [16] and Winnti [17] APTs), or
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generally human errors to penetrate and gain a foothold in the compromised
system.
These attacks are hybrid, because the intruders try to use both network
events and operating system events to move laterally and bypass the detection tools. Therefore, employing common detection systems such as NIDS
(Network-based Intrusion Detection System) are not enough to detect such
attacks. For example, Stuxnet[14] shows a valid behavior in the network
layers and represents its malicious behavior in the industrial protocols such
as Profibus that makes it undetectable by available network intrusion detection systems. Therefore, current detection systems are not efficient enough
due to using novel methods by attackers such as payload encryption or using
secure channel over the SSL (Secure Sockets Layer) protocol [18] (e.g. Cloud
Atlas APT [19]), malware spreading via custom encrypted partition on removable media (e.g. ProjectSauron APT [12]), and exploiting vulnerabilities
in authentication mechanisms.
With regards to the mentioned problems, new approaches are required to
detect these attacks based on their anatomy. In recent years, several methods
have been proposed to detect these attacks (e.g., see [7, 11, 20, 21, 22, 23, 24,
25, 26, 27]) that mostly have many drawbacks such as the lack of correlating
the operating system events with network events, failure to recognize the
implicit violation of security policies, ignoring semantic relationships between
entities within the system or the lack of semantic correlation.
In this paper, a new approach for detecting multi-step, hybrid, and lowlevel APTs is proposed. The proposed approach is based on the ontology of
operating system and network entities, low-level interception, and inference
of security policies and event relations. The correlations between operating
system and network events in this approach are done based on the semantic
relations of the entities which are defined in the system ontology. In the
proposed approach, malicious behaviors and implicit violation of security
policies are detected by deduction based on a knowledge base. Therefore,
the contributions of the proposed approach are:
• Correlation between low-level operating system events and network
events to identify complex behaviors and propagation manner.
• Proposing an approach to infer implicit and low-level security policies
from abstract and high-level security policies using system ontology.
• The proposed approach is not limited to the network events and there3

fore is not vulnerable against techniques such as packet encryption and
malware transition via removable media.
• The proposed approach detects implicit violation of security policies
that are usually caused by trusted subjects and hence they are detected
as noise or valid events by the most existing intrusion detection systems.
• Using semantic properties of entities within the system and semantic
relations between the events.
• Using global event correlation instead of local event correlation or
global alert correlation (which is usual in IDSs, especially host-based
intrusion detection systems). In local event correlation, the relations
between the events of two different scopes are ignored and just local
generated alerts (not generated events) are sent to the upper layer for
correlation by the alerts of other scopes.
• Using a memory transition/manipulation model to track information
flows between the existing subjects in order to reconstruct distributed
and multi-step attack vectors.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section 2 introduces previous
works related to alert correlation and APT detection. Section 3 describes
the necessary preliminaries. Section 4 presents the formal definition of the
problem. The proposed approach is discussed in Section 5. Evaluation and
result analysis are reported in Section 6. Finally, the paper is concluded in
Section 7.
2. Related Work
The previous approaches proposed for APT detection are very limited,
case-based, and using heuristic approaches. Also, many related works such
as [7, 11, 20, 21, 22, 23, 24, 25, 28, 29, 30, 31, 32] were not evaluated by some
well-known APTs such as Duqu or Flame.
Balduzzi et al. [20] proposed a system called SPuNge to detect infected
machines with APT attacks. For this purpose, a combination of clustering
and correlation is used to recognize the classes with similar behavior accessing the shared infected sources. One of the parameters, which are used
in clustering, is employee’s organization (e.g. oil and gas). The proposed
approach is evaluated on 20 million users from all around the world. This
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detection method is based on analyzing the requested infected URLs or IPs
by the victims.
Leo et al. [21] designed a search engine according to signature-based
methods for detecting users who have the most similarity with the victims
of known APT attacks. The technique has been designed and implemented
on Hadoop and is capable to analyze 440 GB information in two seconds. It
has detected 33 victims of APT attacks.
Quader et al. [22] gathered existing patterns of network-based events,
especially information of intrusion detection systems to detect advanced persistent malwares. This method detects malicious activities using association
rule mining and identifies frequent patterns and then prioritizes extracted
patterns using classification algorithms.
Marchetti et al. [23] proposed an approach to analyzing high volumes
of outgoing network traffic generated by internal hosts. This approach uses
ranking the internal hosts that are likely to be infected and then focuses on
high suspicious hosts. This approach analyzes headers of network flows by
a 14-day time window and has been evaluated on a real network consisting
about 10K hosts. This solution focuses on specific types of APTs which are
using data exfiltration; however, some APTs are designed to sabotage and
never use data exfiltration.
In recent years, several alert correlation methods have been presented for
detecting APTs; however, they have some drawbacks such as:
• Lack of correlation between system events and network events [28].
Therefore, the attack vector of APTs that use hybrid events cannot be
fully detected.
• Mostly [33, 28] are limited to the network events and are vulnerable
against the APTs that use hiding techniques such as encryption of
packets [18] or malware spreading via removable media for bypassing
the networks (even the air-gapped networks) or NIDSs.
• Failure to recognize the implicit violation of security policies that are
usually caused by trusted subjects.
• Using coarse-grained event interception and no deep event logging. In
most of the correlation approaches, the OS (Operating System) logs
are limited to the authentication logs. But, APTs often use low-level
5

system events (such as special kernel system calls), therefore, deep event
interception is required for detecting low-level events.
• Ignoring semantic properties of entities within the system and lack of
the semantic correlation between events to detect multi-step and hybrid
APTs.
• Using alert correlation instead of event correlation. Note that some
local events in hosts, which generate no alert, could be part of an attack
scenario. Since in alert correlation approaches, the relations between
the events of two different scopes are ignored and just local generated
alerts (not events) are sent to the upper layer for correlation with the
alerts of other scopes, they are not suitable for detecting APTs whose
attack vectors are distributed among several hosts.
• No evaluation on a dataset that contains real and known APT scenarios.
These existing weaknesses indicate that a new mechanism is required for
detecting such advanced attacks. In the proposed approach, we have solved
the problems mentioned for detection of hybrid and low-level APTs using the
following techniques:
• Correlating operating system events with network events using our defined ontology of system and network entities.
• Deep event logging and fine-grained interception to detect low-level
events of APTs.
• Using semantic properties and relations of entities within the system
and semantic inference to detect implicit violation of security policies.
• Evaluating on 38 known APTs scenarios.
• Using global event correlation instead of global alert correlation to detect distributed APTs.
• The proposed approach does not need to know the low-level scenarios
of APTs. In other words, by using abstract and high-level security
policy definition in the proposed approach, the low-level policies and
low-level malware attack vectors can be inferred by system ontology
automatically.
6

3. Preliminaries
In the following, the basic terms, which are used in other sections are
defined. The summery of the symbols defined in this paper are represented
in Appendix B.
The approach proposed in this paper for detection of APTs leverages
an ontology of system and network elements. In this paper, we employed
OWL-DL [34], which is based on description logic [35], for the specification
of the ontology. The syntax and semantics of part of description logic family
(which is used in this research for specifications) are represented in Appendix
A. Furthermore, we employed SWRL (Semantic Web Rule Language) [36] for
specification of the required rules in this paper. Readers who are not familiar
with the syntax and semantics of DL and SWRL are strongly recommended
to study Appendix A before reading the rest of this section.
Note that in the ontology specified in Section 5.1 (and shown in Figure 6),
Event, Subject, Object, and Action are defined as top-level concepts. Based
on the semantics of description logic provided in Appendix A, in the definitions provided in the following, we employed notations EventI , SubjectI ,
ObjectI and ActionI to refer to the set of events, subjects, objects, and
actions respectively.
Definition 1. An event is the occurrence of an action on an object that is
performed by a subject in a specific time or period.
More formally, event ei ∈ EventI is defined by a quadruple as follows:
∀ei ∈ EventI , ei = hsi , oi , ai , ti i,
si ∈ SubjectI , oi ∈ ObjectI ,
ai ∈ ActionI , ti ∈ N
Where si is a subject such as a process or thread, oi is an object such as a
file, ai is an action such as reading or writing, and ti is the timestamp of the
event occurrence. For ease of description, we assumed that the events occur
at a moment and therefore the timestamp is not continuous. Although all
events can occur in a period of time.
It is important to note that later in this paper, event is considered as a
concept in system ontology. Since in languages provided for ontology specification (i.e. OWL-DL and SWRL) only unary and binary predicates are
allowed, it is more precise to show the properties of an event ei with four
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binary relations as follows; however, for the sake of simplicity we defined
them as a quadruple in this paper.
ei = hsi , oi , ai , ti i ⇐⇒ hei , si i, hei , oi i, hei , ai i, hei , ti i
Note that following the ontology specified in Section 5.1, concept or class
Subject includes all subject types Host, U ser, P rocess, and T hread as follows:
Subject = Host t U ser t P rocess t T hread
Also, function subject : EventI −→ SubjectI specifies the subject of an
event, this function is defined as follows:
∀ ei ∈ EventI , ei = hsi , oi , ai , ti i −→ subject(ei ) = si
Similarly functions object and action specify the object and the action of
an event respectively as follows:
∀ ei ∈ EventI , ei = hsi , oi , ai , ti i −→ object(ei ) = oi , action(ei ) = ai
Events generally are classified into two groups: operating system events and
network events. Operating system events are all activities related to operating system such as reading a file, opening a registry key, debugging a process,
and environmental activities (e.g. reading system time). Network events are
all events related to the network activities such as creating a socket, establishing a network connection, and login to a remote host using SSH (Secure
Shell). Network events can be intercepted by operating systems or network
devices such as Switches. Function eT ype : EventI −→ {N etwork, OS}
determines that an event is an operating system event or a network event.
r

Definition 2. Event ej is related to event ei and is denoted by ei ∼
ej , if ti ≤ tj and there are specific relations between their attributes (e.g.
relation between the subjects of ei and ej ), and its schematic view is modeled
by a directed acyclic graph as shown in Figure 1. Symbol r on relation ∼
determines the type of the relation. All relation types are defined in Section
5, introducing the proposed approach.
In order to detect the violation of security policy in an organization/system, first of all, it is needed to precisely specify the security policy of the organization/system. Security policy can be defined manually, semi-automatically,
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r

Figure 1: Event relation ei ∼ ej .

or fully automatically. As an instance, in [37], a collection of malicious and
benign programs has been used to automatically define the security policy of
the Windows operating system.
Security policy can be defined in two manners: positive policy and negative policy [38].
Definition 3. Positive policy P P , is defined as P P ⊆ SubjectI ×ObjectI ×
ActionI which determines the set of all authorized events in the system. It
is also called closed policy. Any policy rule pi = hsi , oi , ai i in P P shows that
subject si is authorized to do action ai on object oi at any time.
Note that in the ontology presented in Section 5.1, similar to concept Event,
positive policy P P is defined as a concept. So it is more precise to define
subject si , object oi , and action ai as properties of policy rule pi by three
binary relations.
Definition 4. Negative policy N P , is defined as N P ⊆ SubjectI ×ObjectI ×
ActionI which determines the set of all unauthorized events in the system. It
is also called open policy. Any policy rule pi = hsi , oi , ai i in N P shows that
subject si is not authorized to do action ai on object oi at any time.
For the sake of simplicity, in this paper, we take negative policy into
account. Although, all definitions can be expanded based on the positive
policy or both of them.
Definition 5. Occurrence of an event set ES (ES ⊆ EventI ) in a system
leads to the explicit violation of security w.r.t. negative security policy
N P , if and only if,
∃ei , pj , ei ∈ ES ∧ pj ∈ N P ∧ subject(ei ) = subject(pj )∧
object(ei ) = object(pj ) ∧ action(ei ) = action(pj )
Note that in the above definition, we supposed that the definitions of functions subject, object, and action are extended to be used for policy rules.
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Formal Definition
Violated Policy

ES := {hs1 , o1 , r, t1 i, hs1 , o2 , W, t2 i, hs2 , o2 , r, t3 i}
N P := {hs2 , o1 , ri}
Subject s1 , s2 are not trusted.
I(ES) := {hs2 , o1 , r, t3 i}

Schematic Description

1. Read

2. Write

S1

O1
NP

3. Read

O2

S2

Figure 2: An example of implicit violation of security policy.

Definition 6. Occurrence of an event set ES (ES ⊆ EventI ) in a system
leads to the implicit violation of security w.r.t. negative security policy
N P , if and only if,
∃ei , pj , ei ∈ I(ES) ∧ pj ∈ N P ∧ subject(ei ) = subject(pj ) ∧
object(ei ) = object(pj ) ∧ action(ei ) = action(pj ) ∧
@ek , ek ∈ ES ∧ subject(ek ) = subject(ei ) ∧ object(ek ) = object(ei ) ∧
action(ek ) = action(ei )
Where function I : P(EventI ) −→ P(EventI ) determines the set of all
indirect events which are implicitly occur following the execution of an event
set in the system. For example, an implicit violation of security policy is
shown in Figure 2. As shown in the figure, occurrence of event set ES
causes subject s2 read object o1 indirectly, or event ek = hs2 , o1 , r, t3 i to
occur implicitly. The process of indirect access detection is discussed in the
proposed approach in Section 5.
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4. Problem Statement
As discussed in the introduction, attack vectors of APTs are multi-step,
hybrid, low-level, and slow. Since, all APTs’ properties are not necessarily
held in one APT, in this paper we aim to detect the APTs that are multistep, hybrid, and low-level. Therefore, the problem is to find malicious event
set ES (ES ⊆ EventI ), which has the following characteristics:
1. Distributed: Sophisticated malwares usually execute their events by
different subjects to hide their malicious behaviors and minimize the
detection possibility. As a result, ES consists of at least two different
subjects si and sj . In other words:
∃ei , ej ∈ ES, ei 6= ej ∧ subject(ei ) 6= subject(ej )
2. Connected: Event set ES is connected, if and only if, the relations
between all events of ES construct a connected directed acyclic graph.
For example, as shown in Figure 3.a, this graph is connected because
there is an undirected path between any pair of vertices. But the graph
which is shown in Figure 3.b is not connected, because this graph consists of two distinct subgraphs (for ease of understanding, we removed
the labels of the edges that determine the types of the relations). The
formal definition of this characteristic is as follows:
(ES, ∼) is P artial Order ∧ @ES1 ⊆ ES, @ES2 ⊆ ES,
ES = [ES1 ∪ ES2 ] ∧ [ES1 ∩ ES2 ] = ∅ ∧
@e1 ∈ ES1 , @e2 ∈ ES2 , (e1 ∼ e2 ∨ e2 ∼ e1 )
3. Low-level: Explicit violation of security policy is rare in APT attacks.
But, there is at least one implicit violation of security policy in ES. In
other words:
∃ei , ej , ei ∈ I(ES) ∧ pj ∈ N P ∧ subject(ei ) = subject(pj ) ∧
object(ei ) = object(pj ) ∧ action(ei ) = action(pj ) ∧
@ek ∈ ES ∧ subject(ek ) = subject(ei ) ∧
object(ek ) = object(ei ) ∧ action(ek ) = action(ei ))
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a

b

Figure 3: a) Event set {e1 ,..., e11 } is connected. b) Event set {e12 ,..., e22 } is not connceted.

4. Minimal: Suppose that function ζ : EventI → N maps each event
set Ei (Ei ⊆ EventI ) to a natural number which shows the intensity
of maliciousness of Ei and ζ(Ei ) > ζ(Ej ) means event set Ei is more
malicious than event set Ej . Minimality means the elimination of each
event like ei from ES reduces the maliciousness of ES. In other words:
∀ei ∈ ES, ζ(ES − {ei }) < ζ(ES)
5. Hybrid: Set ES contains both operating system events and network
events. In other words:
∃ei , ej ∈ ES, ei 6= ej , eT ype(ei ) = N etwork∧
eT ype(ej ) = OS

5. Proposed Approach
Since APTs are very sophisticated and containing various different properties, proposing an approach that detects all kinds of APTs is very difficult. In this paper, we propose an approach for detecting the APTs that
are multi-step, hybrid, and low-level. For this purpose, we employ semantic
event correlation (instead of IDS alerts correlation) using the ontology of operating system and network entities. Note that what makes detecting APTs
difficult is their complicated behaviors, which cannot be detected by simple
rules (defined in existing IDSs and alert correlation systems). Ontology helps
us specify all existing relations between elements and events in the system
and also specify high-level security policies and empower the system to infer
12

of all known and unknown effects of events on security status of the system
(i.e. violating the defined security policies) by using logic.
In this approach, events are collected by a low-level interception in different layers of the under-protected network of sensitive hosts. Then the collected operating system and network events are correlated based on different
semantic relations of the entities that are defined in the system ontology.
Considering the formal specification of policies besides the defined ontology
in this approach enables the system to intelligently infer and detect malicious
events resulted from the explicit or implicit violation of security policies.
The architecture of the proposed approach and the process of detecting
malicious event set ES are shown in Figure 4 and Figure 5. As shown in these
figures, we used multi-layered inference to describe the proposed approach
for the sake of simplicity. In the proposed approach, network and operating
system events are deeply intercepted in the first step. Afterward, in step 2, all
intercepted events are normalized and filtered. In normalization component
the events are defined based on OWL-DL format instead of using IDMEF [39]
format and all filtered and normalized events are stored in individual storage
(part of ABox or Assertion Box ). Explicit violation of security policy can
be detected in client side, like what anti-malware tools do; however, this
approach is not very useful for detecting APTs, because ES is distributed
and usually do not explicitly violate the security policy. In step 3, on the
server side, relations between events are determined by the event correlation
component in inference engine. The process of deduction is done by using
the system ontology (TBox or Terminology Box), individuals storage (part of
ABox ), and relation rules (part of RBox or Rule Box ). In step 4, the implicit
actions of each subjects are determined by the correlated events of step 3,
system ontology (TBox), and indirect access rules (part of RBox ). In step
5, security policy violations are detected based on the system/expert defined
security policy (PStore) and memory/manipulation storage (MStore).
The components and concepts which are used in the proposed architecture
are explained in the rest of this section. At first, it is necessary to explain the
three most important components of the architecture i.e. System Ontology
(TBox), Security Policy Store(PStore), and Memory/Manipulation Storage
(MStore), which are the base of the proposed method.
5.1. System Ontology
At first, we explain the System Ontology component of the proposed
architecture, because the detection mechanism of the proposed approach is
13

Client Side

Alert

Server Side

Event
Interception

Policy Checker
Step 5

Step 1

Security Policy Store (PStore)
Memory/Manipulation Storage (MStore)
`

Inference Engine
Step 4

Step 2

System
Ontology
(TBox)

Event
Normalization

Step 3
ABox

Inference Engine

Figure 4: Architecture of the proposed approach.
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RBox

Step 1

Step 2

Event
Interception

PStore

Step 3

Event Correlation
(Inference Engine)

Event
Normalization

MStore

TBox
Step 4

Step 5

Alert

Indirect Access Detection
(Inference Engine)

Policy Checking

Figure 5: The detection process based on the proposed approach.

based on the ontology and semantic relations.
Since event set ES is hybrid and distributed, the event correlation approach must be able to correlate operating system events with network events,
and correlate different processes and threads to each other. To this aim, the
proposed correlation approach uses system ontology to specify the semantic
relations of system entities and detect information flows between the subjects.
Therefore, the system ontology leads to:
• Detecting relations between OS objects (e.g. File, Process, or Memory
Mapped File) and network objects (e.g. Socket, I/O Port or Adapter )
to correlate OS events with network events.
• Detecting relations between subjects themselves (e.g. relations between
Process and User or Host), and relations between subjects and objects
(e.g. I/O Port, Pipe, Socket, or other IPC methods) to correlate distributed events.
• Inferring all relations between the events. In fact, the relations between the entities can be inferred or expanded by system ontology and
inference rules.
• Detecting the implicit violation of security policy based on the inferred
relations between the entities. More details are explained in the later
15

sections.
The elements of the extracted ontology for our purpose are specified in the
rest of this section.
5.1.1. Objects
The lifetime of an object begins when it is created and may eventually
be destroyed by a process or thread. Various actions may be applied to an
object in its life cycle. Ontology of objects is used to describe the objects as
follows:
• Objects types or classes and properties: It defines the object classes and
their properties. Class Object in Windows operating system refers to
three classes of objects: kernel objects (KernelObj), user objects (UserObj), and graphic device interface objects (GDIObj) [40]. The classes
of objects and their subclasses are defined formally (using description
logic) as follows:
Object := U serObj t GDIObj t KernelObj

KernelObj := F ile t Heap t Semaphore t Register t
P rocess t T hread t Socket t Job t I/OP ort t

M ailslot t M utex t T imer t P ipe t M odule t
F indF ile t F ileM apping t AccessT oken t
U pdateResource t ChangeN otif ication t

W indowStation t EventObj t EventLog t Context t
Desktop t CommunicationsDevice t M emory t
ConsoleInput t ConsoleScreenBuf f er

UserObj := Icon t M enu t Cursor t Hook t

DDEConversation t Caret t AcceleratorT able t

W indow t W indowP osition

GDIObj := Bitmap t Brush t P en t DC t

P alette t EnhancedM etaf ile t M emoryDC t
EnhancedM etaf ileDC t F ont t M etaf ile t
M etaf ileDC t ExtendedP en t Region

Some object types are important (e.g. file, socket, and hook) and
actions on some objects instances should be intercepted and correlated,
16

however, some others are not required to be monitored in client side
(e.g. semaphore, pen, and icon). Also, each object type has some
properties that are defined in the ontology. For example, a Socket has
port property.
• Subsumption (v): Some object types (e.g., T 1) are defined as a subclass or subtype of another one (e.g., T 2) and this is denoted by
T 1 v T 2. For example, object type F ile is subsumed by object type
KernelObj or KernelObj subsumes F ile and is denoted by F ile v
KernelObj, or Socket is a subclass of F ile and it is denoted by Socket v
F ile. Note that using description logic, we can infer all subsumption
relations existing between the entities from the specified ontology.
partOf

• Part-of relation (−−−−→): Some objects are defined as a part of another
one. Hence, partOf is defined as a property (or relation) in description
logic whose both domain and range are the unions of subjects and
objects (i.e. Subject t Object). partOf relation subsumes two types of
relations including tpP artOf (which denotes partOf relation between
the T hread instances and the P rocess instances) and puP artOf (which
denotes partOf relation between the P rocess instances and the U ser
instances). More formally in description logic,
tpP artOf v partOf
puP artOf v partOf
Obviously, partOf relation defines a partial order on the objects.
5.1.2. Subjects
As previously mentioned, a subject is an entity which is capable to generate an event. In system ontology, all threads, processes, even in a higher
level, system users or hosts are considered as subjects. Ontology of subjects
is used to describe the subjects as follows:
• Subject classes and properties: It defines the subjects classes and their
properties. For example, a process has an identifier and an access level.
partOf

• Part-of relation (−−−−→): Some subjects are defined as a part of another
one. For example, subjects of type U ser is defined as a part of subjects
17

of type Host and is denoted by relation uhP artOf which is a subproperty of partOf relation (uhP artOf v partOf ), which is defined
previously. This relation defines a partial order on the subjects.
parentOf

• Parent-of relation (−−−−−→): Some subjects are defined as parent of
another. For example, processes of a system may have a parent-of
relation. This relation determines which process is created or forked
parentOf
by the other one and is denoted by −−−−−→ or parentOf relation in
the ontology. Obviously, this relation is asymmetric.
5.1.3. Actions
In a computer system, various actions such as invocation of system calls
or execution of assembly instructions can be done. All system actions can
be defined by six basic actions including create (abbr. by C), write (abbr.
by W ), read (abbr. by R), execute (abbr. by E) access (abbr. by A), and
destroy (abbr. by D).
For example, in Windows operating system, OpenP rocess is an Access
action and ReadP rocessM emory is a Read action. Although, in some operating systems, Access is a type of Read. As a case study, we manually
defined all 401 native APIs (Application Programming Interface) of Windows 7 in our ontology by these six basic actions. However, this approach is
applicable to all other Windows OS versions.
5.1.4. Extracting Ontology of Windows Operating System
To construct the Windows operating system ontology, we used W inDbg
tool [41] as a Windows kernel/user debugger, Windows symbols packages
[42], and Microsoft MSDN library [43] for extracting the Windows entities,
their attributes and relations (especially partOf relations, and methods of
information flows between subjects such as IPC and RPC). Top levels of the
specified ontology for Windows operating system entities are shown in Figure
6.
In our proposed approach, we employed OWL-DL [34] to define the system
ontology. For example, Event, Object, and Action concepts are defined based
on OWL-DL by codes 1, 2, and 3.
Using this ontology, we can correlate network events with operating system events. For example, the correlation between two events in two different systems over the network can be done by the defined relations between
Socket, F ile, and Subject in the ontology. For another example, consider
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Figure 6: Upper-level ontology of Windows operating system objects.
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Individual

<owl:Class rdf:ID="Event" />
<owl:ObjectProperty rdf:ID="hasSubject">
<rdfs:domain rdf:resource="#Event"/>
<rdfs:range rdf:resource="#Subject"/>
</owl:ObjectProperty>
<owl:ObjectProperty rdf:ID="hasObject">
<rdfs:domain rdf:resource="#Event"/>
<rdfs:range rdf:resource="#Object"/>
</owl:ObjectProperty>
<owl:ObjectProperty rdf:ID="hasAction">
<rdfs:domain rdf:resource="#Event"/>
<rdfs:range rdf:resource="#Action"/>
</owl:ObjectProperty>
<owl:ObjectProperty rdf:ID="hasTime">
<rdfs:domain rdf:resource="#Event"/>
<rdfs:range rdf:resource="#TimeStamp"/>
</owl:ObjectProperty>
Code 1: Event concept definition in OWL-DL.
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<owl:Class rdf:ID="Object"/>
<owl:Class rdf:ID="kernelObj">
<rdfs:subClassOf rdf:resource="#Object" />
<owl:disjointWith rdf:about="#UserObj"/>
<owl:disjointWith rdf:about="#GDIObj"/>
</owl:Class>
<owl:Class rdf:ID="UserObj">
<rdfs:subClassOf rdf:resource="#Object" />
<owl:disjointWith rdf:about="#kernelObj"/>
<owl:disjointWith rdf:about="#GDIObj"/>
</owl:Class>
<owl:Class rdf:ID="GDIObj">
<rdfs:subClassOf rdf:resource="#Object" />
<owl:disjointWith rdf:about="#UserObj"/>
<owl:disjointWith rdf:about="#kernelObj"/>
</owl:Class>
Code 2: Object concept definition in OWL-DL.

<owl:Class>
<owl:oneOf rdf:parseType="Action">
<owl:Thing rdf:about="#Write"/>
<owl:Thing rdf:about="#Read"/>
<owl:Thing rdf:about="#Create"/>
<owl:Thing rdf:about="#Delete"/>
<owl:Thing rdf:about="#Execute"/>
<owl:Thing rdf:about="#Access"/>
</owl:oneOf>
</owl:Class>
Code 3: Action concept definition in OWL-DL.
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p2 (Trusted)
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Main Thread
1.VirtualAllocEx

o1

t2
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2.WriteProcessMemory
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3.CreateRemoteThread

4.SetThreadContext

5. ResumeThread

Allowed delete only to p2

O4
Figure 7: Implicit file removal through code injection into process p2 by process p1 .

implicit file removal through code injection into process p2 by process p1 (see
Figure 7). This is the method which is usually employed by malwares to run
their malicious code and escalate their privileges. The relations of entities
and events in constructing such a scenario are specified by the system ontology in Table 1 (this example is used as a running example in this paper
to describe the proposed approach). As shown in this table, the attacker
uses six API calls to implicitly remove a file through a code injection attack.
These API calls are specified as system events using the entities defined in
the system ontology. For example, for CreateRemoteThread API call, it is
specified that an object named o2 is created (a2 = C) and object o2 is a
thread, which is a part of process p2 . Also memory object o1 is a part of
thread o2 .
5.2. Memory/Manipulation Storage (MStore)
In a computer network, malwares explicitly or implicitly read or manipulate the objects. Memory/Manipulation Storage (MStore) determines which
objects are read or manipulated by which subjects. MStore would be completed in periods of time according to the proposed approach and then will
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Table 1: Application of system ontology for specification of the implicit file removal
through code injection process.
API calls
1 V irtualAllocEx
2 W riteP rocessM emory
3 CreateRemoteT hread
4 SetT hreadContext
5 ResumeT hread
6 DeleteF ile

Description
partOf

partOf

e1 = hs1 , o1 , a1 , t1 i, a1 = C, T hread(s1 ), s1 −−−−→ p1 , M emory(o1 ), o1 −−−−→ p2
e2 = hs1 , o1 , a2 , t2 i, a2 = W, t2 = t1 + 
partOf

partOf

e3 = hs1 , o2 , a3 , t3 i, a3 = C, T hread(o2 ), o2 −−−−→ p2 , o1 −−−−→ o2 , t3 = t2 + 
partOf

e4 = hs1 , o3 , a4 , t4 i, a4 = W, Context(o3 ), o3 −−−−→ o2 , t4 = t3 + ,
e5 = hs1 , o2 , a5 , t5 i, a5 = E, t5 = t4 + 
e6 = ho2 , o4 , a6 , t6 i, a6 = D, F ile(o4 ), t6 = t5 + 

be used for detecting security policy violations. For more details, we define
the following three concepts.
• Memory: This concept determines that each subject is aware of the
content of which objects. This concept is used for detection of confidentiality violation. Function me, which is defined as me : SubjectI −→
P(ObjectI ), determines the memory of a specific subject. For example,
ok ∈ me(si ) specifies that subject si has read the values of object ok or
event ei = hsi , ok , R, ti has occurred.
• Manipulation: This concept is used for detecting the integrity violation. Function ma, which is defined as ma : SubjectI −→ P(ObjectI ),
determines the objects that are changed or deleted by a specific subject. For example, ok ∈ ma(si ) means subject si has changed or deleted
the values of object ok .
• Trusted subject: A trusted subject is a subject that supposed to never
violate the security policy. Subjects are categorized into two groups:
Trusted (T ) and Untrusted (U T ). The occurrence of some events can
cause to change a trusted subject to an untrusted one. For example, if
a malicious program injects a code into a trusted process (e.g. winlogon.exe, svchost.exe, or lsass.exe), it leads to change a trusted process
to an untrusted one.
Memory/Manipulation Storage (MStore) component stores two functions
me and ma, and two sets T and U T . Therefore, content of memory/manipulation storage (MStore) determines which objects are read or manipulated
by each subject.
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5.3. Security Policy Store (PStore)
Since APTs are special purpose, dependent on the security policies defined
in an infrastructure, the behavior of an APT could be malicious or perfectly
benign in that infrastructure. Hence, in order to detect malicious behaviors,
it is essential to define security policies by security experts using a security
policy definition language.
In the process of security policy definition, security experts define which
objects cannot be fallen in the memory of which subjects, which objects
cannot be manipulated by which subjects, and which subjects are trusted or
untrusted. It is clear that there are many subjects and objects in a system and
explicit definition of security policy for all subjects and objects is not possible
in practice. In other words, it is not possible in practice to define all triples
hsi , oi , ai i of sets N P and P P manually. This problem is solved by sets me
and ma, system ontology, and defining more abstract security policies. If we
define security policy rules over the upper layers of the ontology (containing
more abstract concepts), many other security policy rules can be inferred by
the relations defined over the entities in the ontology. The general format of
high-level policies is defined as follows:
ContextualCondition −→ P redicate

Where
ContextualCondition := C(x) | R(x, y) | ContextualCondition ∧ ContextualCondition
P redicate := x ? M Set
? := ∈ | ∈
/
M Set := me(x) | ma(x)
x, y := [individual] | [variable]
C := [concept]
R := [relation]
(1)
For example, security policy Subject(si ) ∧ Object(oi ) −→ oi ∈
/ me(si ) is
equal to hsi , oi , ri ∈ N P , or Subject(sj ) ∧ Object(oj ) −→ oj ∈ ma(sj ) is
equal to hsj , oj , wi ∈ P P .
For another example, as shown in Figure 8, if in a critical infrastructure
no data would be exfiltrated from the local network to the public network,
the security policy should be defined as LN O(oi )∧P N S(sj ) −→ oi ∈
/ me(sj ),
where:
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Figure 8: Data exfiltration from local network to the public network.
Table 2: Several scenarios of data exfiltration from local network to public network.
A
A
A
A
A
*
+

malicious process
malicious process
malicious process
benign process in
benign process in

in LN
in LN
in LN
LN
LN

*

Writes the content of an local network object
Writes the content of an local network object
Writes the content of local network object
Writes the content of an local network object
Write the content of an local network object

To
To
To
To
To

a
a
a
a
a

network buffer And a subject in PN+ reads that
USB drive
And a subject in PN reads that
CD-ROM
And a subject in PN reads that
USB drive
And a subject in PN reads that
CD-ROM
And a subject in PN reads that

“LN" is abbr. of local network.
“PN" is abbr. of public network.

• LN O v Object
• P N S v Subject
An APT can violate this security policy by different scenarios. Some
of these scenarios are described in Table 2. The security experts may not
know how the local network data will be exfiltrated to the public network
and hence cannot consider all the mentioned scenarios in Table 2 in defining
the low-level security policy rules. Although this knowledge is necessarily
required in other methods, in our proposed approach all of the scenarios
could be inferred, detected, and extracted automatically in run-time using
system ontology and event correlation.
For another example, consider implicit file removal example, which is
shown in Figure 7. In this case, the security policy should be defined as:
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partOf

Subject(si ) ∧ ¬(si −−−−→ p2 ) −→ o4 ∈
/ ma(si ).
Generally, our approach uses two categories of security policies as follows:
• Pre-defined security policy: Using the above concepts and described
strategy for defining security policy, we defined 57 security policy rules
for Windows operating system based on Windows security features [44]
and 32 APTs which are reported by Kaspersky in [45]. Since we have
defined these high-level security policy rules on upper-level of the ontology, some other security policy rules (including low-level security
policy rules) can be deduced implicitly (and automatically) based on
the semantic relationships defined in the ontology.
• User-defined security policy: Since APTs are special purpose and an
APT could be malicious in an infrastructure but benign in other one
(such as Stuxnet), the proposed approach has the capability of defining
security policy rules by a security expert (based on the general format
of security policy which discussed in this section) using the concepts
and relations defined in the ontology.
5.4. Step 1: Event Interception
Due to the nature of APT attacks and their anatomy, it is necessary to
deeply intercept and trace all events. The process of intercepting network
and operating system events in the proposed approach is shown in Figure 9.
There are several interceptor layers in this architecture, where each of them
is used for intercepting specific types of events to trace all programs’ requests
and reducing interception overhead.
5.4.1. Network events interception
The proposed approach analyzes network events in four layers: data link,
network, transport, and application. These events are intercepted in the two
following levels:
• Network devices: It is mostly applied by a traffic mirror of network
switches. The purpose is to send all network traffic to the server side
without any overhead on client systems.
• Operating systems: Some network events are intercepted in the nearest layer to NIC (Network Interface Controller) and it is done by NDIS
(Network Driver Interface Specification) filter drivers within the kernel
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Operating system events interception layer
Network events interception layer
Figure 9: The system events interception layers in the proposed approach.
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Table 3: Intercepted network data.
Network layer Protocol
Data link
MAC
Network
IP
Transport
TCP, UDP
FTP, SFTP
Application
HTTP, HTTPS

Useful data
MAC Address
Source and Destination IP, Time Stamp
Source and Destination Port, Time Stamp
Intercepting any services and processes
in OS which are bound to these protocols

Interception level
Network devices
Network devices
Network devices
Operating systems

of Windows operating system. The main purpose of this type of interception is to analyze the binding/unbinding of network components
and objects to system subjects (e.g. processes) within the operating
systems.
Details of intercepted network data are shown in Table 3. As shown in
this table, we intercept Data Link, Network, and Transport layers of the
network using mirror ports of network switches (Network device interception
level), and intercept Application layer events in operating systems (Operating
system interception level) by monitoring the processes of some well-known
network protocols to detect the bindings of system objects to subjects.
5.4.2. Operating system events interception
In the proposed approach operating system events are intercepted in the
three following levels:
• User level: Some of the operating system processes (e.g. process csrss.exe,
which is a user-mode portion of the W in32k.sys in Windows operating
system) use user mode APIs (e.g. some APIs of user32.dll library). In
order to trace user mode APIs, we use dynamic link library injection
into some specific and critical user-mode processes.
• Kernel level: Some sophisticated malwares call kernel mode APIs directly via loading a kernel driver (e.g. calling ZwCreateF ile in ntoskrnl.exe
in Windows operating system) or directly calling SY SEN T ER instruction without using similar APIs in user mode (e.g. CreateF ileW in
kernel32.dll). To detect such events, kernel level monitoring through
system service descriptor table (SSDT) hooking, Shadow SSDT hooking, IRP hooking, and call-back functions are used.
• Hypervisor level: There are some disadvantages in the two mentioned
interception levels such as their weakness in intercepting of some lowlevel operating system functions [46] (e.g. M m functions which are
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<Event rdf:ID="e1"/>
<hasSubject rdf:resource="#s1"/>
<hasObject rdf:resource="#o1"/>
<hasAction rdf:resource="#a1"/>
<hasTime rdf:resource="#t1"/>
</Event>
Code 4: An event log definition in OWL-DL.

used for memory management in Windows operating system) and not
intercepting events when IRP requests are sent directly without using
system functions. By interception in hypervisor level, we can cover such
weaknesses and fully intercept the user and kernel level events; however,
interception in this layer implies a significant overhead to the system
and is not applicable in practice. Therefore, this technique is just used
to intercept some specific functions (e.g. M mM apV iewOf Section)
or specific privileged instructions for manipulation of operating system
mechanism [44] (e.g. resetting bit 16 of CR0 register to write into readonly pages). Due to the overhead problem, this method is only used for
some specific functions and specific privileged instructions of untrusted
kernel modules and drivers.
5.5. Step 2: Event Normalization
After interception of events, it is necessary to use an appropriate format
to describe the logs. The standard format which is usually used in alert
correlation systems is the Intrusion Detection Message Exchange Format or
IDMEF [39]. However IDMEF is not suitable for our proposed approach,
because we employ OWL-DL [34], for specification of the ontology and individuals (e.g. defining the events, subjects, objects, and event relations), and
events are correlated using the inference engine.
For example, an event e1 is defined in Code 4 using OWL-DL to be
employed in the next component.
For another example, in implicit file removal example (Figure 7) all the
data defined in column Description of Table 1 are described using OWL-DL.
Another role of the Event Normalization component is specifying that
which subjects explicitly read or manipulate which objects. This data is sent
to the Memory/Manipulation Storage (MStore) component. We defined this
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role using two action rules as follows:
1)Event(ei ) ∧ (action(ei ) = R)
−→ me(subject(ei )) := me(subject(ei )) ∪ {object(ei )}

2)Event(ei ) ∧ (action(ei ) = W ∨ action(ei ) = D)
−→ ma(subject(ei )) := ma(subject(ei )) ∪ {object(ei )}
For example, in implicit file removal example, according to Table 1,
me(s1 ) = ∅, me(o2 ) = ∅, ma(s1 ) = {o1 , o3 }, and ma(o2 ) = {o4 }.
5.6. Step 3: Event Correlation
After intercepting events in the client side and sending them to the individual storage, it is necessary to find the relations between the events by
System Ontology, Individual Storage, and Relation Rules components in Step
3 which are described in the following.
5.6.1. Individual Storage
Any instances of OWL classes and relations are called individuals. Individual storage is used for storing the specification of events, subjects, objects,
actions, and relation instances which are exported from Event Normalization.
The general format of assertions is like C(x) and R(x, y), where C is a concept
or class and R is a relation, e.g., T hread(t1 ), P rocess(p1 ), P artOf (t1 , p1 ).
5.6.2. Relation Rules
Since the events of set ES are related to each other and construct a
directed acyclic graph, the solution must correlate the events that follow a
particular target. In our proposed approach, the events can be related to
each other based on three different approaches, which are introduced in the
following.
1. Event relation based on object relation: Following the system ontology,
there are different relations between the objects. These relations are
used for discovering event correlations and information flows between
the events. The types of event relations, based on the object relations
defined in the ontology, are as follows.
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Relation 1. Prior event ei = hsi , oi , ai , ti i and posterior event ej =
te
hsj , oj , aj , tj i are Totally and Explicitly related (∼) if the both events
act on the same object. In other words:
te

(ti < tj ) ∧ (oi = oj ) ⇒ ei ∼ ej
te

Note that relation ∼ is transitive. This type of event relation usually
occurs by malwares which explicitly violate the security policy.
Relation 2. Prior event ei = hsi , oi , ai , ti i and posterior event ej =
ti
hsj , oj , aj , tj i are Totally and Implicitly related (∼) if the object of ei
is part of and not equal to the object of ej . In other words:


partOf
ti
(ti < tj ) ∧ (oi 6= oj ) ∧ (oi −−−−→ oj ) ⇒ ei ∼ ej
This type of event relation usually occurs by malwares which implicitly violate the security policy. For example, let ei = hsi , oi , W, ti i,
partOf

T hread(oi ), ej = hsj , oj , R, ti + i, P rocess(oj ) and oi −−−−→ oj . Hence
ti
ei ∼ ej that means subject sj read all content of thread oi implicitly,
ti
w.r.t the fact that subject si is not trusted. Note that relation ∼ is
transitive.

Relation 3. Prior event ei = hsi , oi , ai , ti i and posterior event ej =
pi

hsj , oj , aj , tj i are Partially and Implicitly related (∼) if the object of ej
is part of and not equal to the object of ei . In other words:


partOf
pi
(ti < tj ) ∧ (oi 6= oj ) ∧ (oj −−−−→ oi ) ⇒ ei ∼ ej

This type of event relation usually occurs by malwares which implicitly violate the security policy. For example, let ei = hsi , oi , W, ti i,
partOf

P rocess(oi ), ej = hsj , oj , R, ti + i, T hread(oj ) and oj −−−−→ oi . Hence
pi

ei ∼ ej that means subject sj read part of process oi ; however, its
pi

knowledge about oi is incomplete. Note that relation ∼ is transitive.
2. Event relation based on actions on objects: This type of relation is
based on the nature of actions performing on objects. For example, in
Table 4 some of the relations between events based on write actions are
tewc
shown. Some of the relations in Table 4 are meaningless (e.g. e1 ∼ e2 )
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Table 4: Some types of relations between events based on actions on objects.

Types of relation
tewr
e1 ∼ e2 *
tiwr
e1 ∼ e2 +

Conditions (t1 < t2 )
te
wr
(e1 ∼ e2 ) ∧ (e1 ∼ e2 )
te
wr
(e1 ∼ e2 ) ∧ (e1 ∼ e2 )

piwc

(e1 ∼ e2 ) ∧ (e1 ∼ e2 )

piwr

e1 ∼ e2 tewc
e1 ∼ e2
tiwc
e1 ∼ e2

*

e1 ∼ e2
tewr

te

wr

pi

wc

(e1 ∼ e2 ) ∧ (e1 ∼ e2 )
TE
wc
(e1 ∼ e2 ) ∧ (e1 ∼ e2 )
ti
wc
(e1 ∼ e2 ) ∧ (e1 ∼ e2 )

e1 ∼ e2 means e1 and e2 are T otally
te
and E xplicitly related (e1 ∼ e2 ) and a1
wr
is W rite and a2 is Read (e1 ∼ e2 ).
tiwr
+
e1 ∼ e2 means e1 and e2 are T otally and
ti
I mlicitly related (e1 ∼ e2 ) and a1 is W rite
wr
and a2 is Rread (e1 ∼ e2 ).
-

piwr

e1 ∼ e2 means e1 and e2 are Partially
pi
and I mlicitly related (e1 ∼ e2 ) and a1 is
wr
W rite and a2 is Rread (e1 ∼ e2 ).
tewd

or have a low degree of importance (e.g. e1 ∼ e2 ), and must be eliminated. Some other relations in this table reflect the information flow
that may cause the violation of system security policy. For example,
tiwr
tiwr
tewr
e1 ∼ e2 , e1 ∼ e2 , and e1 ∼ e2 means transition of data between two
events. In other words, if event e1 writes in an object and event e2 reads
from that explicitly, then the posterior event has the data dependency
to the prior one. For another example, if event A writes in file o and
event B reads from it, then event B has data dependency to event A.
As another example, if process A transfers data to port x and process
B listens to x and receives data from port x, then process B has data
dependency to process A.
Since there are six basic actions including C (Create), W (Write), R
(Read), E (Execute), A (Access), and D (Destroy), the number of event
relations based on the combination of actions is 6×6 and the number of
event relations based on actions and considering three types of object
relations is 3 × 6 × 6 that some of them are meaningless.
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3. Event relation based on subject relation: Ontology of subjects is used
for extracting this type of correlation. In fact, the instances of this type
of correlation are categorized into four groups: in-thread, in-process,
in-host, and inter-host relations.
it

Relation 4. In-thread relation (∼): If the subjects of two events ei
and ej are a same thread, the events have a relation of type In-thread.
In other words for events ei = hsi , oi , ai , ti i and ej = hsj , oj , aj , tj i:
it

ei ∼ ej ⇐⇒ (ti < tj ) ∧ (si = sj ) ∧ T hread(si )
ip

Relation 5. In-process relation (∼): If the subjects of two events ei
and ej are two threads in a same process, the events have a relation
of type In-process. In other words for events ei = hsi , oi , ai , ti i and
ej = hsj , oj , aj , tj i:
ip

ei ∼ ej ⇐⇒ (ti < tj ) ∧ T hread(si ) ∧ T hread(sj ) ∧
partOf

partOf

∃sk , (P rocess(sk ) ∧ si −−−−→ sk ∧ sj −−−−→ sk )
ih

Relation 6. In-host relation (∼): If the subjects of two events ei and
ej are two threads of two different processes in a same host, the events
have a relation of type In-host. In other words for events ei = hsi , oi , ai , ti i
and ej = hsj , oj , aj , tj i:
ih

ei ∼ ej ⇐⇒ (ti < tj ) ∧ T hread(si ) ∧ T hread(sj ) ∧
∃sk , sm , ( P rocess(sk ) ∧ P rocess(sm ) ∧
partOf

partOf

si −−−−→ sk ∧ sj −−−−→ sm ∧ sk 6= sm ) ∧
partOf

partOf

∃st , ( Host(st ) ∧ sk −−−−→ st ∧ sm −−−−→ st )
bh

Relation 7. Inter-host relation (∼): If the subjects of two events ei
and ej are two threads in two different hosts, the events have a relation
of type Inter-host. In other words for events ei = hsi , oi , ai , ti i and
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ej = hsj , oj , aj , tj i:
bh

ei ∼ ej ⇐⇒ (ti < tj ) ∧ T hread(si ) ∧ T hread(sj ) ∧
∃sk , sm , (P rocess(sk ) ∧ P rocess(sm ) ∧
partOf

partOf

si −−−−→ sk ∧ sj −−−−→ sm ∧ sk 6= sm ) ∧
∃st , sp , (Host(st ) ∧ Host(sp ) ∧
partOf

partOf

sk −−−−→ st ∧ sm −−−−→ sp ∧ st 6= sp )
4. All relations: Considering the three types of event relations, which
are defined based on objects, actions, and subjects relations, there are
approximately 436 possible relation rules between the events; (3 × 6 ×
6 + 1) × 4 where 3 for possible object-based relations, 6 × 6 for possible
action-based relations, 1 for situation where no relation exists between
the objects and actions of two events and 4 for possible subject-based
relations.
By combining the types of the relations of two events based on the
relations of their objects, actions, and subjects, we can determine their
ticwip
overall relation. For example, ei ∼ ej is a type of event relations
ti
cw
which is equal to the three basic event relations ei ∼ ej , ei ∼ ej , and
ip

ei ∼ ej . In the same way, the correlated events of the code injection
scenario (which is described in Table 1 and shown in Figure 7) are
represented in Table 5. As shown in this table, since the timestamps of
the events is an important criterion in event correlation, the relations
of events construct an upper triangular matrix.
The prioritization of 436 possible relations is defined by function ω :∼−→
N. This function determines the most important relations that are related to low-level and hybrid attacks and it is defined based on the analysis of the 32 APTs that are reported by Kaspersky in [45] For example,
ih
in hybrid and distributed attacks, in-host relation ∼ is as important as
bh
inter-host relation ∼; because in this type of attack, the intruder distributes the attack vector between several hosts and therefore relation
bh
∼ occurs frequently. Also, in the low-level attack, total-implicit relation
ti
te
∼ is more prevalent than total-explicit ∼; because the intruder tries to
use intermediate objects and subjects to hide the implicit violation of
security policy.
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Table 5: Correlated events of the code injection scenario.

partOf

∼

partOf

∼

∼

∼

partOf

ih
ih

∼
ih
ih

∼
ih

partOf

T hread(s1 ), s1 −−−−→ p1 , M emory(o1 ), o1 −−−−→ p2 , T hread(o2 ), o2 −−−−→ p2 , o1 −−−−→ o2 , Context(o3 ), o3 −−−−→
o2 .

5.6.3. Event Relation Inference
It is time to correlate the events and complete the 3rd step of the proposed
procedure. To this aim, at first, three components Individual Storage, System
ontology, and Relation Rules should be collected together in the system as
a DL (Description Logic) knowledge-base and then existing event relations
should be extracted.
The content of the knowledge-base for implicit file removal example is
shown in Table 6. As shown in this table, ABox is individual storage component, TBox is system ontology component, RBox is Relation rules component, and the inference engine extracts the relations between events (or
correlate the events) by the information and rules provided in ABox, TBox,
and RBox.
5.7. Step 4: Indirect Access Detection
As mentioned earlier in this paper, in our proposed approach, a set of lowlevel intercepted network and host events (called ES), is examined against
the defined security policy using relations defined in the system ontology.
The maliciousness of set ES is evaluated based on the explicit and implicit
violations of security policy. Detecting implicit violations of security policy
is harder than the explicit ones.
In order to detect the violation of security policy, we should trace the
content of me (i.e. memorized objects) and ma (i.e. manipulated objects)
for each subject at any moment. This is due to the fact that the occurrence
of a set of events causes the implicit transition of the memory of a subject
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Table 6: Inference of events relations.
Steps

Contents

Sample (for implicit file removal example which is shown in Figure 7)
partOf

partOf

e1 = hs1 , o1 , a1 , t1 i, a1 = C, T hread(s1 ), s1 −−−−→ p1 , M emory(o1 ), o1 −−−−→ p2
e2 = hs1 , o1 , a2 , t2 i, a2 = W, t2 = t1 + 
ABox

Individual Storage

TBox
RBox

System ontology
Relations Rules

partOf

partOf

e3 = hs1 , o2 , a3 , t3 i, a3 = C, T hread(o2 ), o2 −−−−→ p2 , o1 −−−−→ o2 , t3 = t2 + 
partOf

e4 = hs1 , o3 , a4 , t4 i, a4 = W, Context(o3 ), o3 −−−−→ o2 , t4 = t3 + ,
e5 = hs1 , o2 , a5 , t5 i, a5 = E, t5 = t4 + 
e6 = ho2 , o4 , a6 , t6 i, a6 = E, F ile(o4 ), t6 = t5 + 
v, partOf, parentOf , ...
te
(ti < tj ) ∧ (oi = oj ) ⇒ ei ∼ ej , ...
tecwip

ticcip

tiwcip

ip

ip

ticeip

ih

e1 ∼ e2 , e1 ∼ e3 , e1 ∼ e4 , e1 ∼ e5 , e1 ∼ e6

Inference
Event Correlation
Engine

tiweip

ih

e2 ∼ e3 , e2 ∼ e4 , e2 ∼ e5 , e2 ∼ e6
picwip

teceip

ih

e3 ∼ e4 , e3 ∼ e5 e3 ∼ e6
tiweip

ih

e4 ∼ e5 e4 ∼ e6
ih
e5 ∼ e6

to another one (which might result in explicit unauthorized data flow) or
changing some objects indirectly by another subject (which might result in
indirect data exfiltration). This was already defined by function I in Section
3.
5.7.1. Indirect Access Rules
Following the above discussion, the purpose of Step 4 is to identify the
whole content of me and ma for each subject. Hence, we defined two categories of indirect access rules which are discussed as below:
1. Transition rules: These rules determine the occurrence of which events
cause to changing the content of sets me and ma for each subject. In
definitions of transition rules, we need to employ two concepts, which
are defined as follows:
me

• Memory transition ( ): The content of the memory of subject si
is transferred to the memory of subject sj (results in me(sj ) :=
me
me(sj )∪me(si )) and is denoted by si
sj , if specific dependencies
hold between some existing events of these two subjects. Specific
dependency means existing some types of relations between the
tewr
events such as ei ∼ ej .
ma

• Indirect manipulation ( ): An indirect manipulation occurs if
subject sj manipulates some objects indirectly by another subject
ma
such as si and is denoted by si
sj . This results in ma(sj ) :=
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Table 7: Patterns of transition rules.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

partOf

me

sj

partOf

ma

parentOf

sj
me

parentOf

ma

Subject(si ) ∧ Subject(sj ) ∧ (si −−−−→ sj ) =⇒ si

Subject(si ) ∧ Subject(sj ) ∧ (si −−−−→ sj ) =⇒ si

P rocess(si ) ∧ P rocess(sj ) ∧ (si −−−−−→ sj ) =⇒ si

P rocess(si ) ∧ P rocess(sj ) ∧ (si −−−−−→ sj ) =⇒ si

sj
sj

partOf

Event(ei ) ∧ Object(oj ) ∧ (oj −−−−→ object(ei )) ∧ (action(ei ) = R) =⇒ me(subject(ei )) := me(subject(ei )) ∪ {oj }
partOf

Event(ei ) ∧ Object(oj ) ∧ (oj −−−−→ object(ei )) ∧ (action(ei ) = W ) =⇒ ma(subject(ei )) := ma(subject(ei )) ∪ {oj }
partOf

Event(ei ) ∧ Object(oj ) ∧ (oj −−−−→ object(ei )) ∧ (action(ei ) = D) =⇒ ma(subject(ei )) := ma(subject(ei )) ∪ {oj }
me
tewr
Event(ei ) ∧ Event(ej ) ∧ ei ∼ ej ∧ U T (subject(ei )) ⇒ subject(ei )
subject(ej )
me
tiwr
Event(ei ) ∧ Event(ej ) ∧ ei ∼ ej ∧ U T (subject(ei )) ⇒ subject(ei )
subject(ej )
Event(ei ) ∧ Event(ej ) ∧ U T (subject(ei )) ∧ (action(ei ) = W ) ∧ (object(ei ) = subject(ej )) ∧ (action(ej ) = W )
⇒ ma(subject(ei )) := ma(subject(ei )) ∪ {object(ej )}
11 Event(ei ) ∧ Event(ej ) ∧ U T (subject(ei )) ∧ (action(ei ) = W ) ∧ (object(ei ) = subject(ej )) ∧ (action(ej ) = D)
⇒ ma(subject(ei )) := ma(subject(ei )) ∪ {object(ej )}
12 Event(ei ) ∧ Event(ej ) ∧ U T (subject(ei )) ∧ (action(ei ) = C) ∧ (object(ei ) = subject(ej )) ∧ (action(ej ) = W )
⇒ ma(subject(ei )) := ma(subject(ei )) ∪ {object(ej )}
13 Event(ei ) ∧ Event(ej ) ∧ U T (subject(ei )) ∧ (action(ei ) = C) ∧ (object(ei ) = subject(ej )) ∧ (action(ej ) = D)
⇒ ma(subject(ei )) := ma(subject(ei )) ∪ {object(ej )}

ma(sj ) ∪ ma(si ). In the following example, an indirect manipulation is shown. Subject s1 uses the secondary subject s2 to change
object o2 .
e1 = hs1 , s2 , a1 , t1 i, a1 = W
e2 = hs2 , o2 , a2 , t2 i, a2 = W, t2 = t1 + 
Usually an indirect manipulation occurs by code injection and
changing a trusted subject to an untrusted one in order to manipulate the content of an object to an arbitrary value.
We defined 13 transition rules (as shown in Table 7) for detecting implicit violations of security policy considering the system ontology and
the 32 APTs that are reported by Kaspersky in [45]. As shown in this
table, specific event relations and instance relations cause to change
the content of sets me and ma for each subject.
2. Untrusted subjects rules: Occurrence of some events causes to change a
trusted subject to an untrusted one. We defined five rules for detecting
untrusted subjects, which are shown in Table 8. You can see in this
table that the occurrence of some events such as code injection or using
an untrusted input by a trusted subject can change it to an untrusted
subject.
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Table 8: Patterns of untrusted subjects rules.
Rule

Description
partOf

1 Subject(si ) ∧ Subject(sj ) ∧ (si −−−−→ sj ) ∧ U T (si ) =⇒ U T (sj )
tewr
2 Event(ei ) ∧ Event(ej ) ∧ ei ∼ ej ∧ U T (subject(ei )) ⇒ U T (object(ej )
tiwr
3 Event(ei ) ∧ Event(ej ) ∧ ei ∼ ej ∧ U T (subject(ei )) ⇒ U T (subject(ej )

Untrusted subpart
Untrusted input
Untrusted input

piwr

4 Event(ei ) ∧ Event(ej ) ∧ ei ∼ ej ∧ U T (subject(ei )) ⇒ U T (subject(ej )
Untrusted input
5 Event(ei ) ∧ U T (subject(ei )) ∧ (action(ei ) = W ) ∧ Subject(object(ei )) ⇒ U T (object(ei ) Injection

Table 9: Inference of implicit accesses of subjects using memory transition/manipulation
rules.

TBox

Contents
Individual Storage,
Event Relations &
Memory/Manipulation Storage (MStore)
System Ontology

RBox

Indirect Access Rules

ABox

Inference
MStore
Engine

Sample (for code injection scenario)
Already mentioned in Table. 6
Already mentioned in Table. 6
me(s1 ) := ∅, me(o2 ) := ∅, ma(s1 ) := {o1 , o3 }, ma(o2 ) := {o4 }, U T (p1 ), T (p2 )
v, partOf, parentOf , ...
∀e , e , (Event(ei ) ∧ Event(ej ) ∧ U T (subject(ei )) ∧ (action(ei ) = W )∧
Rule 11: i j
(object(ei ) = subject(ej )) ∧ (action(ej ) = D) ⇒ ma(subject(ei )) := ma(subject(ei )) ∪ {object(ej )}), ...
ma(s1 ) := ma(s1 ) ∪ {o4 }

5.7.2. Memory Transition/Manipulation Inference
The explicit values of me and ma are added to the Memory/Manipulation Storage (MStore) by the Event normalization component. Following the
memory transition rules and information provided in Memory/Manipulation
Storage (MStore), Event Relations and Individual Storage (ABox), and System Ontology (TBox), the values of me and ma for all subjects could be
inferred; which determines which objects directly or indirectly are read or
manipulated by which subjects. In this way, all information flows and all
explicit and implicit accesses of subjects are extracted and could be used for
extracting possible violations of security policy.
In Table 9, the content of the DL knowledgebase for code injection example is shown. As shown in this table, ABox contains Event Relations,
Individual Storage, and Memory/Manipulation Storage (MStore), TBox is
System Ontology component, RBox contains Memory Transition/Manipulation Rules.
All extracted implicit accesses by the inference engine in Step 4 are stored
in Memory/Manipulation Storage (MStore) component to be used for the 5 th
step; which is described in the following section.
5.8. Step 5: Policy Checking
After extracting all read or manipulated objects by each subject (the
values of me and ma), we should check the violations of the security policy.
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The rules which are needed for detecting the violations of the security policy
are defined as follows:
1. Confidentially violation: If there is an object ok in the memory of a subject si (ok ∈ me(si )), which is not allowed based on the confidentially
policy (assuming negative security policy), a confidentiality violation
has happened. In other words:
Subject(si ) ∧ Object(ok ) ∧ ok ∈ me(si ) ∧ hsi , ok , Ri ∈ N P
⇒ conf identiality_violation_alert = T rue
2. Integrity violation: If a subject si manipulates an object ok (ok ∈
ma(si )), which is not allowed based on the integrity policy (assuming negative security policy), an integrity violation has happened. In
other words:
Subject(si ) ∧ Object(ok ) ∧ ok ∈ ma(si ) ∧
(hsi , ok , W i ∈ N P ∨ hsi , ok , Di ∈ N P )
⇒ integrity_violation_alert = T rue
3. Availability violation: Detecting availability violation is different from
detecting the confidentially and integrity violations. In the proposed
approach, we do not detect the availability violation or denial of service.
However, usually in APT attacks, an integrity violation happens before
each availability violation. For example, Stuxnet violates the integrity
of Step7 library and PLC’s program before violating the availability of
centrifuges.
The steps of the proposed approach for detecting the violation of security
policy in the case of file removal example are shown in Table 10. As shown
in this table, in Step 1, three events are intercepted. In Step 2, these events
are defined by OWL-DL, and memory/manipulation set of each subject is
initiated and in Step 3, the events relations are calculated. In Step 4, the
memory/manipulation transitions are detected and the memory/manipulation set of each subject is updated, and finally in Step 5, the violation of
security policy is detected.
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Table 10: Steps of policy violation detection for file removal example according to Figure
2.
Step Component
Step 1 Event Interception
Step 2 Event Normalization
Memory/Manipulation Storage (MStore)
Step 3 Individual Storage
System Ontology (TBox)
Relation Rules (RBox)
Inference Engine
Step 4 ABox and MStore
System Ontology (TBox)
Indirect Access Rules (RBox)

Sample (based on Figure 2).
e1 = hs1 , o1 , R, t1 i, e2 = hs1 , o2 , W, t2 i, e3 = hs2 , o2 , R, t3 i
Using OWL-DL to define the events and initiate the me and ma.
me(s1 ) = {o1 },
ma(s1 ) = {o2 },
me(s2 ) = {o2 }, ma(s2 ) = ∅,
Event(e1 ), Subject(q1 ), Object(o1 ), ...
v,
partOf,
parentOf
,
...


te

wr

ih

U T (s1 ), U T (s2 )

tewrih

ei ∼ ej ∧ ei ∼ ej ∧ ei ∼ ej =⇒ ei ∼ ej
tewrih

e2 ∼ e3
tewrih

e2 ∼ e3 , me(s1 ) = {o1 }, ma(s1 ) = {o2 }, me(s2 ) = {o2 }, ma(s2 ) = ∅
v, partOf,
parentOf , ...

tewr
∀ei , ej , Event(ei ) ∧ Event(ej ) ∧ ei ∼ ej ∧ U T (subject(ei )) ⇒ subject(ei )
me

Inference Engine
s1
s2
Step 5 Memory/Manipulation Storage (MStore) me(s1 ) = {o1 }, ma(s1 ) = {o2 }, me(s2 ) = {o2 } ∪ {o1 }
Security Policy Store (PStore)
o1 ∈
/ me(s2 )
Policy Checker
Alert

me

subject(ej )



6. Evaluation
Since the APT detection is a new field in malware detection, we had
several challenges in evaluating our proposed approach ,such as finding and
providing a suitable dataset, which contains the scenarios of some well-known
APTs. These challenges as well as the experimental results are reported in
the rest of this section.
6.1. Dataset
Since 1995, various datasets have been presented to be used for evaluating
intrusion detection and alert correlation systems. The previous related works,
proposed for APT detection, are evaluated based on these datasets, but there
are many drawbacks to evaluate APT detection approaches by these datasets.
The most well-known dataset to evaluate intrusion detection and alert
correlation systems is DARPA dataset [47, 48, 49]. DARPA98 [47] is based
on a simulated network and includes attacks such as denial of service, unauthorized access to remote system and surveillance. All network events of
this dataset are TCP/IP-based and includes services such as HTTP, SMTP,
FTP, and Telnet. The drawbacks of this dataset are lack of low-level operating system events, lack of hybrid attacks, lack of slow attacks, and lack of
the Internet and realistic traffic. KDD-99 [50] is another dataset based on
DARPA98 dataset and it has the same weaknesses as DARPA98 dataset.
The Internet traffic archive [51] includes the archived Internet traffic of
several systems. Due to the huge volume of data, the essential information
of packets has been removed. Similarly, LBNL [52] contains 100 hours of
the Internet traffic but there is no packet payload in this dataset. The main
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disadvantages of this dataset are intensely anonymization of packets, lack of
slow attacks, and lack of hybrid and low-level attacks.
The ISCX [53] is one of the last and complete datasets, which has been
published in 2012 for evaluating intrusion detection and alert correlation
systems. The advantages of this dataset are its suitable volume and fixing the
flaws of the previous datasets. However, this dataset contains no operating
system events, and no hybrid and slow attacks.
Defcon 2015 [54] is another dataset based on Defcon competition. It has
disadvantages such as dissimilarity to real-world traffic, lack of low and slow
attacks, and lack of labels for attacks.
In Table 11, the most important available datasets for evaluation of intrusion detection and correlation systems are compared with each other considering the features needed for our approach. As illustrated in this table,
the available datasets have disadvantages such as lack of hybrid attacks, and
not providing host-based events, which make them inappropriate to be used
in our approach for detection of APTs.
All in all, none of the introduced datasets contain hybrid and low-level
attacks and hence they are not appropriate for evaluating the proposed approach for detecting APTs. Also, we have to use the scenarios of APTs
instead of running the APTs files in our test network for several reasons:
1. The execution files of many APTs are not available, and sometimes
not even discovered by the malware analysis labs such as Kaspersky
Lab [55]. In these situations, the analyzers use some evidence to detect
malwares scenarios.
2. Most APTs use command and control server (C&C ), which are down
when the APTs are detected or self-destructed. Therefore, even if the
binary code of an APT exists, it might not run completely.
3. Also most APTs are special purpose APTs and therefore the lack of
environmental conditions leads to incomplete malware execution.
Therefore, the possible solution for tackling this problem is to deploy
the attack scenarios of available sophisticated malwares, especially some advanced persistent malwares, on a real network and then evaluate the proposed
approach according to the reconstructed attacks. To access such scenarios,
resources from [56, 45, 55, 13] have been used. We used scenarios of 70
APTs which are analyzed by Global Research and Analysis Team (GReAT)
[55] of Kaspersky and reported in [45] as an APT dataset. We reconstructed
and deployed the scenarios of 38 of 70 APTs on a test computer network.
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Table 11: Comparison of the existing datasets for evaluating intrusion detection and correlation systems.

Features
Contain network-based attacks

Contain hybrid attacks

Contain diverse/multiple attack scenarios

Contain slow attacks

Darpa 98 [47]
X – X – X
Darpa 99 [48]
X – X – X
Darpa 2000 LLDOS [49]
X – X – X
LBNL [52]
– X X X –
Internet Traffic Archive 2010 [51]
– X X X X
KDD 99 [50]
X – X – X
ISCX 2012 [53]
X X X X X
Defcn 23 2015 [54]
– – X – X
S= Containing logs of just one host (with Solaris OS)
N= Not enough information for evaluating the feature

Contain hosts’ events

Total network interaction capture

Contain Internet traffic

Contain background traffic

Real traffic

Labeled dataset

Dataset Names

S
S
S
–
–
–
–
–

X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X

–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–

X
X
X
–
N
X
X
X

–
–
–
–
N
–
–
–

These 38 APTs are described in tables 12,13, and 14. We used scenarios of
some Windows-based APTs from 2008 to 2017 which their target platform
is Windows (not an industrial system or mobile device). The 32 other APTs
scenarios are used for abstract security policy definition.
6.2. Evaluation Results
After deployment of the attack scenarios on a real network, which contained 8 hosts, we intercepted and collected all network and operating system
events for three days. The information obtained from this network is shown
in Table 15. According to Table 15, the number of threads in the test network is about 7304 (83 × 8 × 11) for three days. Also, the number of relations
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Backdoor,
Trojan and
RAT

Naikon

Madi

Regin

2011

2012

2012

CosmicDuke

MiniDuke

Adwind

TeamSpy

2013

2013

2013

2013

3

2

Active

Active

Active

Active

I.S.12012

2004

2012

2008

2012

2009

2012

2003

2011

I.S.12012

Active

2009

Active

Active

2008

2008

1

I.S. 2012

2009

I.S.12010

The way of
propagation

Cyberespionage

Social engineering
and Exploits

Social engineering
and Exploits

CIS, Eastern
Europe

Social engineering

Portugal, USA
Belgium, Ukraine
and others
USA, Russia,
India, UAE,
and others

Data theft

Trojanized software
installers

Georgia, USA,
Russia, Ukraine
and others

Cyberespionage
and Data theft

Cyberespionage
and Surveillance

Cyberespionage

Data theft

Data wiping

Cyberespionage,
Facilitating other
types of attacks
and Remote control

Cyberespionage

Southeast Asia and
Social engineering
Gaming companies

LAN spreading

Unknown

Algeria, Iran
Russia, Syria
and others

Saudi Arabia

Social engineering

Iran, Pakistan,
USA, Israel

Vietnam,
Cambodia
and Others

Russia, China,
Italy, Turkey,
USA and others

Social engineering

Purpose or
functions
Cyberespionage,
Data theft
Cyberespionage
and Data theft

Bootable CD-ROM,
USB drives, Direct hard
disk infection, Exploits,
Surveillance
Social engineering, Mobile
infections through already
infected PCs USB cables
Cyberespionage,
Social engineering
Surveillance and
and Exploits
Remote control

Social engineering

USA

USB drives,
Self-replication

Iran, Hungary,
France, Sudan

First
Top Targeted
Known
Countries
Sample
US, Russia
I.S.12009 2007
and others
Status

1,001-2,000 I.S.12013

Backdoor
and CCP2

Windows

100,001300,000

Windows,
Android,
,
Linux and
OS X

RAT

500-1,000

101-500

11-100

1-10

Windows

Windows

Windows

Windows

11-100

500-1,000

101-500

11-100

Backdoor

Backdoor

Trojan

Data
destroyer

I.S. = Inactive since.
CCP=Complex cyberattack platform.
CET=Cyberespionage toolkit.

Winnti

2012

1

Shamoon
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2012

Windows

Windows

Backdoor,
Trojan and
Rootkit

Hacking
Team RCS

2011

CCP2, Trojan
and Rootkit

Windows, iOS,
Android, OS X,
BlackBerry and
Windows Mobile

Duqu

2011

Windows

101-500

Windows

Trojan

Aurora

Backdoor

11-100

Windows

Windows

Worm

CET3

Agent.btz

50,001100,000

2010

Number
of targets

2008

Targeted
Platforms

Type

Discovery Name
Special features

Control victims using
TeamViewer (signed
with legitimate digital
certificates) and patch
TeamViewer in the memory

Malware-as-a
-Service platform

Malicious encrypted
URLs, Unique to each
system, and Encrypted
backdoors within GIF

Strong selfprotection

First attack to penetrate &
monitor GSM networks,
Using incredibly complex
communication method,
Specific targets: mathematical
and cryptographical research
Exploiting shared hard drives,
Read victim’s data and send them
to attacker and then erase them,
Overwrite the master boot record
First malware on a 64-bit
version of Windows 7 that
had a valid digital signature
(used by gaming companies)

Unusual number of
religious images

Backdoors
and C2
Zero-day in
Internet Explorer
Zero-day
in Win32k.sys
Self-replication via USB drive,
Infection of VMware machines,
Signed by legal authorities, Mobile
devices infections via USB cables,
Specific malicious implant for every
target, remote jailbreak for iPhones
Remote utilities,
5 years Activity and
Platform-independent

Target organizations

Activists, Energy (oil, gas),
Heavy industry manufacturers,
Intelligence agencies

Diplomatic,
Telecoms, Military,
Specific individuals,
and Energy(oil, gas)
Government,
Energy(oil, gas),
Military, Telecoms
and Academia
Financial, Government,
Energy (oil, gas), Shipping
Telecoms, Education
and Healthcare

Software companies

Energy(oil and gas)

Telecoms, Government,
Multi-national political bodies,
Financial, Academia
and Specific individuals

Military, Private
companies and
Government
Business, Critical
infrastructure,
Government,
Financial and
Academia

Activists, Journalists,
Politicians, Criminal
suspects and others

-

Military and
Diplomatic
IT, Software
and Financial

Russian-speaking

Brazilian
Portuguese
language

Russian authors

Not native
English speakers

Chinese language

Cutting Sword
of Justice group

Chinese-speaking

China and
Chinese origin

Artifacts or
Attribution

Table 12: APT malwares which their scenarios are employed in our evaluation and are
detected by Kaspersky [45] from 2008 to 2018 (Part 1).

Kimsuky

NetTraveler

Machete

Red October

2013

2013

2013

2013

Dark hotel

2014

3

2

1

Backdoor
and RAT

Crouching
Yeti

2014

I.S. = Inactive since.
CCP=Complex cyberattack platform.
CET=Cyberespionage toolkit.

Backdoor

Backdoor

Epic Turla

2014

Windows

Windows

Windows

3,001-5,000

2,001-3,000

101-500

11-100

Trojan and
Backdoor

Sofacy

Windows,
Linux
and iOS

2014

101-500

Windows
and OS X

CET3

101-500

Windows and
Windows Mobile

CCP2

Icefog or
Fucobha

44

2013

500-1,000

Windows

101-500

11-100

Trojan

Windows

Trojan,
Backdoor
and CET3

Wild Neutron

2013

CET3

Windows
and OS X

CET3

The Mask
or Careto

2013

Windows

101-500

Windows
and OS X

CCP2

Black Energy

2013

Backdoor

500-1,000

Windows,
Linux and
Cisco IOS

11-100

Number
of targets

Targeted
Platforms

Type

Discovery Name

Active

Active

Active

Active

I.S.12013

2007

2010

2012

2008

2011

2007

2010

I.S.12014

I.S.12013

2004

Active

Active

2011
India, Russia
Iran and others

Data theft

Social engineering,
Watering hole
attacks, Exploits
and Trojanized
software installers
Social engineering
and Peer-to-peer
sharing networks

Germany, USA,
Japan, Spain,
and others
Japan, Taiwan,
South Korea,
China and
others

Cyberespionage
and Surveillance

Cyberespionage
and Data theft

Social engineering,
Watering hole
attacks and Exploits

France, Iran,
Russia, USA,
and others

Cyberespionage,
Data theft and
Surveillance

Cyberespionage,
and Data theft

Social engineering
and Exploits

Social
engineering

Cyberespionage

Cyberespionage
and Data theft

Cyberespionage
and Data theft

Cyberespionage,
Data theft
and RAT

Cyberespionage
and Data theft

Cyberespionage

Ukraine, Greece
United Kingdom
Jordan, Belgium

South Korea,
Japan, China
and USA

Exploits, Social
engineering

Social
engineering

Exploits, Social
Engineering and
Watering hole
attacks

Exploits and
Watering hole
attacks

Social engineering

Unknown

Colombia, Cuba,
Venezuela, USA,
and others
Eastern Europe,
North America,
former USSR,
and others

Purpose or
functions
Special features

Industrial, machinery,
Education, Construction,
Pharmaceutical, IT
and Manufacturing
Automotive, Business,
Defense industrial,
Investments, Military,
Intelligence agencies,
Pharmaceutical,
Electronics and other

Operating for a decade, Low-level
keylogger, Zero-day exploits (IE,
Adobe), Targeted attacks and
botnet operations, C-suite victims
(CEOs, R&D staff) and Signed
using stolen digital certificates

Russian-speaking

Specific targets like
Ministry of interior
and Ministry of foreign
Interest in
OPC/SCADA

Russian language

Chinese

High tech companies,
Military, Telecoms,
Satellite operators,
Energy and others

Government, Military,
Academia, Diplomatic,
Intelligence agencies
and Pharmaceutical

Chinese and
Russianspeaking

Government, Energy
Academia, Aerospace
Diplomatic and others

Government, Military
and Defense industrial

Spanish-speaking
country from
Latin America

Chinesespeaking

North Korea

Spanish speakers
in Latin America,
Mexico and USA
Using Romanian
and Russian
Words

Artifacts or
Attribution

Military, Diplomatic
Intelligence agencies,
Government

Military, Government,
Energy, Activists,
Diplomatic and other

Government, Diplomatic,
Energy(oil, gas), Academia,
Private companies and other
Software & IT companies,
Financial, Pharmaceutical,
Commerce and others
Academia/Research,
Government entities
and Private companies

Wide range of targets

Target organizations

Modular structure and
USB stealing implant

Hijacked sensitive documents
and passwords

Specific targets: IT companies,
Spyware developers, Jihadist
forums, Bitcoin companies
Using email accounts on
public mail services to
control bots like gmail.com
Office and Java exploits and
Infects high-profile targets
likes nanotechnology, nuclear
power, lasers and other
Written in Python language,
which is not common for
targeted attacks
Multi-functional attack platform,
stealing data from mobile
devices, executed in memory
and then immediately discarded.

Using rootkit and bootkit

Social engineering,
Cyberespionage,
plugins for ARM/MIPS
USB drives, LAN
DDoS, Data theft architecture and tcl
spreading, File infection and Data wiping scripts for Cisco

The way of
propagation

South Korea

First
Top Targeted
Known
Countries
Sample
Russia, Iran,
Israel, Ukraine
Active
2010
and others
Morocco, USA
Libya, Libya,
I.S.12014 2007
Iran and others
France, Russia,
Germany, USA,
Active
2011
UAE and other
Status

Table 13: APT malwares which their scenarios are employed in our evaluation and are
detected by Kaspersky [45] from 2008 to 2018 (Part 2).

Animal
Farm

Turla

Desert Falcons

Cloud Atlas

Hellsing

2014

2014

2014

2014

2014

Discovery Name

Poseidon

ProjectSauron

Ghoul

ExPetr

WannaCry

StoneDrill

2015

2016

2016

2017

2017

2017

3

2

3,001-5,000

100-1000

Android,
Windows

CET3

Windows

Windows

Trojan

Data
destroyer
-

First
Known
Sample

2011

2005

2014

2013

2012

2014

2011

2007

I.S.12018 2016

2017

I.S.12018 2017

I.S.12017 2015

Active

Active

Active

Active

Active

Active

Active

Active

I.S.12014 2007

Status

10000-300000 I.S.12018

1000-3000

11-100

Windows

Backdoor
and CET3

Windows

11-100

Windows

Backdoor
and CCP2

Data
destroyer

11-100

Backdoor
Windows
and Dropper

11-100
11-100

Windows

Windows

Backdoor

I.S. = Inactive since.
CCP=Complex cyberattack platform.
CET=Cyberespionage toolkit.

CozyDuke

2015

1

Carbanak
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2014

RAT

Trojan

Windows,
Android

Windows, Linux,
11-100
Android and iOS

,

101-500

Windows,
Linux

CCP2

Trojan and
Backdoor

3,001-5,000

Number
of targets

Windows

Targeted
Platforms

Trojan
and CCP3

Type

Saudi Arabia

Egypt, India,
Pakistan, Spain
Germany, Poland,
Italy, Russia
India, Russia,
Taiwan, Ukraine
Network

Exploits

Exploits, Watering
hole attacks

Social engineering

Self-replication,
Physical media,
USB drives, DNS
and Legitimate
channels of
software distribution

Exploits, Social
engineering

France, USA,
India, Russia,
and others
Russia, Iran,
Rwanda, Some other
Italian-speaking
countries

Watering hole
attacks, Social

USA, Germany,
Uzbekistan and
South Korea

Exploits, Social
engineering

Social
engineering

Exploits, Social
engineering

Russia, Belarus,
Kazakhstan, The
Czech Republic
and India
Malaysia, India,
Philippines, USA,
and Indonesia
Germany, USA,
Russia, China
and others

Social
engineering

Cyberespionage,
Data wiping

Ransomware

Data wiping,
Stealing money

Cyberespionage

Cyberespionage

Cyberespionage,
Remote control
and Surveillance

Cyberespionage

Stealing money
and Surveillance

Cyberespionage

Cyberespionage
and Data theft

Cyberespionage,
Surveillance
and Data theft

Cyberespionage,
Data theft and
Surveillance

Exploits, Social
engineering and
Watering hole
attacks

Iran, France,
Saudi Arabia,
USA and others
Palestine, USA
Egypt, Israel
and others

Cyberespionage
and DDoS

Social engineering
and Watering
hole attacks

Malaysia, Iran,
Syria, USA,
and others

Purpose or
functions

The way of
propagation

Top Targeted
Countries
Target organizations

Government entities,
Telecoms
Government entities,
Telecoms

Exposing SMB
services in Windows
Similar to Shamoon

Energy, Financial

Critical infrastructure,
Engineering
Ransomware

-

Multinational
(Russia, Ukraine,
China and other)

-

Desert Falcons
team (Palestine,
Egypt and Turkey)

Russian language

Artifacts or
Attribution

Persian

Lazarus group

-

-

Financial, Government Brazilian
Energy, Manufacturing, Portuguese
Telecoms and others
language

Government,
Commercial

Financial institutions

Diplomatic, embassies,
Government entities

Diplomatic, embassies,
Government entities

Government, Activists,
Private companies,
Journalists, Mass
Media and TV,
Humanitarian aid,
Military contractors
Government, Military,
Academia, Diplomatic,
Pharmaceutical
and Education
Financial, Activists
Energy, Government,
Academia and others

Utilize legitimate channels
of software distribution, Exfiltrate
Government, Military,
data from air-gapped networks,
Scientific, Finance
Use strong encryption algorithms,
and Telecom
Uses a modified Lua scripting engine

-

First ever criminal APT,
Steal $1bn from 100
financial institutions
Extremely sensitive victims
and targets (include the USA
White House), Evolving crypto
and anti-detection capabilities

-

Payload stored, encrypted and
compressed in an external file,
Writes an encrypted Visual Basic
Script and runs it by Microsoft
Office exploit, Rebirth of
the RedOctober attacks

The First Known Arabic
Cyber Espionage Group

Usage of satellite internet
connection to hide C&C

Multi-platform and
Massive zero-day exploits

Special features

Table 14: APT malwares which their scenarios are employed in our evaluation and are
detected by Kaspersky [45] from 2008 to 2018 (Part 3).

Table 15: The information obtained from the stable 8-node test network for three days.

Measure
Mead number
Mead number
Mead number
Mead number

of
of
of
of

Number
processes in a Host 83
threads per process 11
events per second
135
handles per process 54

between the entities is about 620 million.
The process of evaluating the proposed approach based on the test network was as follows.
• The operating systems of all machines were Windows 7 SP1 32 bit and
KPP feature was disabled.
• The user mode events were intercepted by Easy Hook library [57],
the interception module in kernel mode was implemented by Windows driver foundations (WDF) to create kernel drivers and minifilter drivers. VMM (Virtual Machine Monitor) interception was implemented by a customized version of Ether [58] on Xen hypervisor.
• The event log compression component uses the 7-zip library. It is important to note that the rate of newly generated events in a stable critical infrastructure decreases after a period of time because the works
on critical infrastructure are usually repetitive. The rates of newly
generated events in our test network are shown in Figure 10.
• In order to extract entities relations (especially subsumption relations)
and constructing the Windows operating system ontology, we used
WinDbg tool [41] (as a Windows kernel/user debugger), Windows 7
Service Pack 1 x86 retail symbols package [42], and Microsoft MSDN
library [43].
• We used OWL-DL language [34] for specification of the system ontology and SWRL language [36] for specification of user-defined inference
rules. Therefore, all relations, concepts, and functions were redefined
based on these languages. We employed Protégé-OWL API [59] for
loading and saving OWL files (containing the specification of the system ontology), and also to query and manipulate OWL data models,
and to perform reasoning based on Description Logic inference engine.
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Number of New and Non-repetetive Events
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Figure 10: The rate of new and non-repetitive generated events in our test network.
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Table 16: Some defined high-level security policy rules.

Security Policy Store (PStore) Formal Definition
User space subjects have no
permission to manipulate
∀oi , sj , (KO(oi ) ∧ U S(sj ) −→ oi ∈
/ ma(sj ))
kernel space objects
∀oi , sj , (LN O(oi ) ∧ P N S(sj ) −→ oi ∈
/ me(sj ))
No data exfiltration
1

2
3
3

“KO" is abbr. of kernel space object and KO v Object.
“US" is abbr. of user space subject and U S v Subject
“LNO" is abbr. of local network object and LN O v Object.
“PNS" is abbr. of public network subject and P N S v Subject.

• We defined 57 high-level security policy rules by me and ma functions
based on the ontology of Windows operating system, Rootkit Arsenal
book [44], and 32 APTs, which are reported by Kaspersky in [45] and
were not employed in our test network. Some of the defined security
policy rules are shown in Table 16. As shown in this table, the first
security policy is about preventing user mode subjects to manipulate
kernel objects that it is a regular security policy in Windows operating
system and the second security policy is about preventing the data exfiltration that is prevalent in some APT malwares (e.g. ProjectSauron
APT [12]) to steal sensitive information.
• Since the executable files of APT malwares are mostly not accessible,
we reconstructed and deployed the attack scenarios of 38 APTs on the
test network based on the analysis reports of these malwares, which are
published in [45]. We used 1250 benign files and processes in several
categories:
1. processes (e.g. lsass.exe, svchost.exe, explorer.exe, winlogon.exe,
csrss.exe, smss.exe, and wininit.exe),
2. Executable files of windows directory of operating systems (e.g.
ftp.exe, notepad.exe, calc.exe, mspaint.exe, regedit.exe, and write.exe),
3. Executable files of program files directory of operating system (e.g.
Internet explorer and Windows media player ),
4. Five network related softwares including Wamp [60], WinSCP
[61], IIS Server [62], FTP Server component of the IIS [62], and
Putty [63] .
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Table 17: Results of evaluation.
Actual Class\Predicted Class APT
APT
32(TP)
Benign
223(FP)
Total
255
Other Metrics(%)
12.54 (Precision=

Benign
6 (FN)
1027(TN)
1033
TP
) 84.21 (Recall=
T P +F P

Total
Recognition(%)
38(P)
84.21 (Sensitivity= TPP )
1250(N)
82.16 (Specificity= TNN )
N
)
1288
82.22(Accuracy= T PP +T
+N
TP
F P +F N
)
21.82
(F-Measure)
17.78
(Error-rate=
)
T P +F N
P +N

• To reconstruct the scenarios of executing 38 APTs on our test network,
we created the attacks’ executable files by implementing their behavior
in C++ language. After we created a pseudo executable of APTs, we
ran them on the test network for three days and we used our kernel
and user interceptor tools, and customized version of Ether to log the
generated events for three days. These logs of events, gathered from the
network switch and hosts, were used as input to our proposed approach.
• The processing time of the proposed approach for detecting hybrid and
low-level APTs in the test networks for three days was 11.8 minutes.
The experimental results of the evaluations are shown in Table 17. According to this table, the accuracy rate is 82.22%. However, since APTs
generate very rare events and hence the two classes of events (i.e., APT and
Benign) are imbalanced, the accuracy is not a suitable criterion in these cases
and sensitivity and specificity are more valuable and informative criteria.
Sensitivity, also called recall or true positive rate, determines the ability of
a classifier to identify positives results. In other words, sensitivity determines
the rate of the detected APT attacks that are truly APTs. Specificity, also
called true negative rate, is the ability of the classifier to identify negative
results. In other words, specificity determines the rate of the detected begin
samples that are truly benign. The experimental results mentioned in Table
17, show 84.21% of sensitivity and 82.16% of specificity for our proposed
approach.
In fact, any new approach that claims to be able to detect APTs should
try to increase the sensitivity (decrease false positive) while the specificity is
fixed or become more (make fix or decrease false negative). In other words,
new approaches should try to be placed near point (0,1) in the ROC (Receiver
Operating Characteristic) space. The coordinate of our approach in ROC is
(0.8421, 0.178 ), which is shown in Figure 11.
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Figure 11: The coordinate of our approach in ROC space.

6.3. Discussion
Doing a quantitative comparison between the results of our approach and
other existing approaches is not possible in practice for several reasons:
• Most papers which claimed to propose an APT detection approach do
not actually are evaluated on well-known APTs such as Flame or Duqu
(it is obvious in the evolution section of these published paper).
• We did not find any published works which focus on detecting lowlevel or hybrid APTs to be compared with our proposed approach (As
mentioned in the Related work section).
With regards to the mentioned problems, since most of the approaches
suggested for detection of APT attacks use alert correlation techniques (instead of event correlation technique, which is considered in our proposed
approach), we compared our proposed approach with other alert correlation
based approaches in the detection of APTs. The results of subjective comparisons are shown in Table 18. As shown in this table, the proposed approach
uses hybrid correlation and fine-grained interception for detecting low-level
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attacks. Also, this approach can detect multi-step attacks. As mentioned
previously in this paper, in our proposed approach we did not take slow
attacks into account and cannot definitely detect them in this step of our
research.
The success of the proposed approach relies on the completeness and
correctness of the ontology. In the semantic technology field, there are approaches for evaluating an ontology including its soundness and completeness. One of them is using a golden reference ontology. To the best of our
knowledge, there is not any golden reference ontology for Windows operating
system to be used for evaluation of our proposed ontology. Another approach
is using the existing documents about the domain to evaluate the ontology. It
is obvious that such an evaluation method needs an expert. In fact, we follow
this approach and also we developed some tools for automatic derivation of
some parts of the ontology to avoid any mistakes in manual processing that
might ruin the soundness of the ontology. To this aim we used the standard
references (on the structure of windows operating systems) that are published by Microsoft such as WinDbg (as a Windows kernel/user debugger for
Windows 7 Service Pack 1 x86 retail symbols package) and Microsoft MSDN
library which are discussed in subsection 5.1.4. The process of creating this
ontology is done automatically without any manual interference because by
using WinDbg all main concepts and relations which are used in our ontology
(subclass, part-of, parent-of, Individuals) can be obtained. The only part of
the proposed ontology is interfered by an analyst is the upper-level of the
ontology, which is shown in Figure 6.
We cannot claim that our ontology is fully complete, because we are
not assure that the standard references, which are used in this research, i.e.
WinDbg and Microsoft MSDN are reporting all symbol packages of Windows
operating system. However, since these references contain all important symbol packages of Windows, we can say that our ontology is nearly complete
and can detects the APTs with appropriate precision. It is obvious that if
the ontology becomes fully complete our evaluation results will become better
and false alarms become less.
Another argument on the evaluation results of our proposed approach for
the detection of APTs is its higher false positive and false negative rate in
comparison to the detection rates of the methods proposed for the detection of regular attacks. As we mentioned earlier in this paper, automatic
detection of APT malwares is very difficult; the fact that is seconded by
Kaspersky in the report available at [45]: ”Every day Kaspersky Lab auto51

Table 18: A subjective comparison between the proposed approach and other correlation
methods.

1
2

Alert Causal Analysis

Stream-based Detection

Hybrid Correlation2

Multi-step Attack Detection

Low-level Attack Detection

Slow Attack Detection

Method
Debar & Wespi [64]
Valeur et al. [65]
Wang & Chiou [66]
Valdes & Skinner [67]
Julisch 2001 [68]
Julisch 2003 [69]
Al-Mamory & Zhang [70]
Peng et al. [71]
Qin & Lee [72]
Goldman et al. [73]
Viinikka et al. [74]
Treinen & Thurimella [75]
Ourston et al. [76]
Ren et al. [77]
Zhitang et al. [78]
Ma et al. [79]
Zhitang et al. [80]
Farhadi et al. [81]
Manganiello et al. [82]
Soleimani & Ghorbani [83]
Ramaki et al. [84]
Ghafir et al. [28]
Proposed Approach

Attack type

Alert Verification1

Detection method

–
X
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
X
–
–
X
–
X
–
–
–

–
–
X
–
X
X
X
X
X
X
–
X
–
X
–
–
–
X
X
–
X
–
X

–
–
–
–
–
–
X
–
–
–
X
–
X
X
X
X
X
X
–
X
X
–
–

–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
X

–
X
–
X
–
–
X
–
X
X
–
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X

–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
X

–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–

Alert verification is the process of detecting and removing unsuccessful attacks.
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Hybrid correlation means correlating
operating system events
with network events.

matically processes over 320,000 new malicious files. Only one percent of
these need manual work from a security expert, and only a tiny fraction of
that 1% go to the company’s top-notch Global Research and Analysis Team
(GReAT). Those chosen few samples belong to the rarest, most menacing new
APTs (advanced persistent threats). Kaspersky Lab’s Targeted Cyberattack
Logbook chronicles all of these ground-breaking malicious cyber campaigns
that have been investigated by GReAT”. Although our detection result might
appear not very good at the first glance (especially in comparison with the
results of simple malware detection methods), we believe that our proposed
approach is a big step in solving the problem of automatic detection of APTs.
In fact, what makes it hard to detect these attacks is their specific characteristics, which are described in the introduction of the paper and formally
specified in Section 4. Distribution of attack vector in different hosts and
processes, hybrid nature of these kinds of attacks, and their low-level behaviors are the main reasons in decreasing the detection rate of our proposed
method for such kinds of attacks. Also note that in our evaluation, we just
evaluated the detection rate of the most famous (and in fact complicated)
APTs and if we consider simple attacks beside the APTs in the provided
evaluation dataset, the detection rate of our approach expected to increase
significantly. Anyway, research on detection of APTs is in its early stages and
this research will be continued in the future. We might be able to improve
the detection rate in the future by the following ideas:
• Completing the proposed ontology by identifying and modeling the
relationships that might be effective in detection of APTs, other than
the ones identified in this research.
• Completing the high-level security policy rules considering more APTs’
scenarios.
• Using Alert verification (considering the specification of the whole network) for reducing the false positive alarms.
As reported in previous section, the time needed for batch processing of
the evaluation dataset using our implementation of the proposed approach
was 11.8 minutes. In fact, the computational time of the implemented approach depends on several metrics as follows, and it can be improved in real
applications by improving every item in the following list.
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• Correlation Algorithm: Since in the proposed approach we used reasoning for APT detection and event correlation, the processing time
depends on the complexity of reasoning algorithm. Since, we used
description logic basic (Attributive Language with Complements) the
complexity class of reasoning is ExpTime-complete.
• Protégé software: In our approach, we have several million frames (include classes and instances) and we have used Protégé to semantic
correlation. Our experience shows Protégé can process several million
frames, but it is necessary to use several tricks to speed up the Protégé processing time. We used RDBMS (MySQL) instead of file format
to storing and fetching the frames, and using JVM 64bit and Ubuntu
64bit to increase the JVM heap size to 64GB instead of using JVM 32
bit which its maximum heap size is limited to 1.6GB in practice.
• Processing infrastructure: The inference and correlation process were
deployed on a machine with eighteen 1.8 GHz cores, 128 GB of RAM,
an 1 TB Hard Drive. The operating system was Ubuntu Desktop 16.04
LTS.
• Size of test network: The computational time of our approach is dependent on the size of the test network and as a result the size of ABox. If
the size of the network becomes bigger, the intercepted and generated
events will become more, and hence processing time will increase.
7. Conclusion
Sophisticated malwares, such as APTs, are special purpose, multi-step,
and low-level. We proposed an approach to detect such advanced attacks.
In the proposed approach, in order to detect low-level attacks, all events are
deeply intercepted. Afterward, to detect hybrid attacks, different types of
relations between the events are considered and specified as system ontology.
Then, related events are extracted and the nature of them is detected using
defined security policies (over the entities defined in the ontology) and rulebased inference. We used the idea of the memory transition and indirect
manipulation for detecting indirect confidentiality/integrity violations which
are prevalent in low-level attacks.
In order to evaluate the proposed approach, attack scenarios of some
well-known advanced persistent malwares have been used. Evaluation of the
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proposed approach on a computer network with 38 APTs scenarios shows
84.21% of sensitivity and 82.16% of specificity. The proposed approach in
comparison with other correlation methods can detect low-level and hybrid
APTs by using hybrid correlation, fine-grained interception, and deduction
based on the events’ relations.
The proposed approach has an impact to detect multi-step attacks because we track the information flows between the steps of attacks to detect
low and hybrid APTs and the problem of detecting multi-step APTs will
implicitly be solved by detecting low and hybrid APTs. However, we can
detect multi-step attacks but we don’t present any solution to track down
the attack steps to reconstruct the attack vector of multi-step APTs. Solving
this problem is one of our future works.
In general, we believe that there are still many opportunities for new
innovations and optimizations in the domain of advanced persistent threats
detection. Our future works are described as follows:
• One of the main features of sophisticated malwares, especially APTs,
is using sleeper and wake up functions to increase the time of attacks.
Since most of the existing approaches for attack detection use a short
time window, the attackers intend to hide their behavior by increasing
the duration of the attacks. Our experience shows, for detecting slow
APTs which have long time-window (about several months) we should
process and analyze several billion events (including malicious and benign or background events) but for detecting other APTs analyzing
and processing several million frames (including classes and instances)
is sufficient. Since we use Protégé in our approach as an inference engine, the scalability of our approach depends on the performance of
Protégé in inference. Our experience shows Protégé can process several million frames. This means our approach is applicable for short
or average size of attack scenarios but the proposed approach is not
applicable for detecting Slow APTs, which have long time-window and
huge background events. Detecting long time-window scenarios based
on a scalable inference engine is one of our future works. The way to
confront such attacks needs employing some big data processing techniques.
• In the proposed approach, we track the information flows between the
steps of attacks to detect low and hybrid APTs. Hence, we can detect
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multi-step attacks but we do not present any solution to track down
the attack steps to reconstruct the attack vector of multi-step APTs.
Completing the detection outputs and adding such a capability to the
proposed approach is one of our future works.
• APT detection is a new filed in malware detection which suffers from
the lack of standard evaluation dataset containing Hybrid, Low-level
and Slow attacks scenarios of well-known APTs (as mentioned at the
beginning of Evaluation section). One of our future works is publishing
a standard dataset to be used for evaluating APT detection methods.
• Since we used standard references such as WinDbg and Microsoft MSDN
and these references contain the symbol packages of the most important
parts of Windows operating system, our ontology is nearly complete;
however, It could be more complete using other standard references or
merging with other published ontologies, employing ontology mapping
and merging techniques [85, 86]. It is obvious that more complete ontology results in more correct detection rate and less false positive and
false negative rates. Expanding and completing the proposed ontology
could be considered for continuing this research trend.
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A. Syntax and semantics of Description logic
Syntax and semantics of part of description logic (which is used in this
research for specifications) are presented in Table 19.
B. List of the symbols used in the paper
20.

The symbols, which are defined and used in this paper, are listed in Table
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Table 19: Syntax and semantics of description logic.

Syntax
Description
Semantics
C, D
Concepts or Classes
C I , DI ⊆ ∆
R, S
Relations or Properties
RI , S I ⊆ ∆ × ∆
CvD
Class subsumption
C I ⊆ DI
RvS
Property subsumption
RI ⊆ S I
C tD
Union of classes
(C t D)I = C I ∪ DI
C uD
Intersection of classes
(C u D)I = C I ∩ DI
¬C
Complement
(¬C)I = ∆ − C I
I
∃R.C
Existential quantification
(∃R.C) = {a ∈ ∆|∃b, ha, bi ∈ RI ∧ b ∈ C I }
∀R.C
Value restriction
(∀R.C)I = {a ∈ ∆|∀b, ha, bi ∈ RI → b ∈ C I }
>
Top concept or Thing
>I = ∆
⊥
Bottom concept or Nothing
⊥I = ∅
-

The model is M = h∆, .I i, where
∆ is the domain of objects, and
I is an interpretation function.
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Table 20: List of the symbols used in the paper.
Symbol
Event
Subject
Object
Action
subject
object
action
eT ype : EventI −→ {N etwork, OS}
∼
ES ⊆ EventI
P P ⊆ SubjectI × ObjectI × ActionI
N P ⊆ SubjectI × ObjectI × ActionI
I : EventI −→ EventI
ζ : EventI → N
v

Category
Class
Class
Class
Class
Function
Function
Function
Function
Relation
Set
Set
Set
Function
Function

Description
event type (of all possible events)
subject type (of all possible subjects)
object type (of all possible objects)
action type (of all possible actions)
Determines the subject of an event or (positive/negative) policy
Determines the object of an event or (positive/negative) policy
Determines the action of an event or (positive/negative) policy
Determines the type of an event
Event relation
Suspicious event set
Set of all authorized events
Set of all unauthorized events
Effect function
Determines the intensity of Maliciousness
Subsumption

−−−−→
C
W
R
E
D
A
te
∼
ti
∼

partOf

Relation
individual
individual
individual
individual
individual
individual
Relation
Relation

Part of relation
Abbr. of Create
Abbr. of Write
Abbr. of Read
Abbr. of Execute
Abbr. of Destroy
Abbr. of Access
Totally and Explicitly related
Totally and Implicitly related

pi

Relation
Relation

Partially and Implicitly related
In-thread relation

ip

Relation
Relation
Relation
Function
Function
Function
Set
Set

In-process relation
In-host relation
Inter-host relation
Prioritize the relations
Determines the memory of a subject
Determines the objects changed by a subject
Trusted subjects
Untrusted subjects
Memory transition
Indirect manipulation
Intrusion Detection System
Inter-Process Communication
Internet Protocol
Operating System
Description Logic
Semantic Web Rule Language
Ontology Web Language
Assertion Box
Terminology Box
Rule Box
Application Programming Interface
Secure Sockets Layer

∼
it
∼

∼
ih
∼
bh
∼
ω :∼−→ N
me : SubjectI −→ P(ObjectI )
ma : SubjectI −→ P(ObjectI )
T
UT
me

ma

IDS
IPC
IP
OS
DL
SWRL
OWL
ABox
TBox
RBox
API
SSL
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Highlights


Correlation between low‐level operating system events and network events to detect advanced
persistent threats (APTs)



Proposing an approach to infer implicit and low‐level security policies from abstract and high‐
level security policies using system ontology.



Inference of implicit violation of security policies, usually caused by trusted subjects, using
ontology of system entities and their semantic relationships



Using a memory transition/manipulation model to track information flows between the existing
subjects in order to detect distributed and multi‐step attack vectors

